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THE PROBLEM'

Seve al years ago, the Principal Investigator (P.I.)
served as- teacher in a school in Nicaragua. .The school,
as required y law, was organized according to the Fiench
education_model. Thus, instruction'was highly oriented to-
ward the development of academic skills. .High performance
was required. Those who could not meet the standards 'either
drOppedout or flunked out. The few who made it into and
through the.bachillerato prograM were the intellectual cream
of the country.

Since many of-these bachilaeres would be going to col-
lege in the United States, the F:1..became interested in
determining their academic status vis a vis high school grad-.
uates in the United States.. PermiiirON'was obtained to give
them the Spanish verfiion of the Differential Aptitude Test
(DAT) battery. The expectation was that,based on their per-.

'formance in school, they would obtain sco es inthe upper
ranges of the U.S. norm distributioi. This expectation was
not, fulfilled. Ifi fact the students did quite poorly. This
unexpected result led the P.I.' to conduct a discussion with
the students. One thing that seems-to have bothered them
was the format of the test. It was different than ahything
they had experienced in their educational careers; As a con-
sequence, theyhad never developed tke test taking-skills
relevant specifically to taking objective norm-referenced
tests like the DAT.

Since returning to the United States, the P.I: has
served as the evaluator of a number of ESEA Title VII Span-..
ish/English bilingual programs. The Majority of Latin Ameri-
can immigrant student. s in the programs:evaluated seem to
suffer from .4he same inexperience in tAkj.ng,tests like the -
Comprehensive Ted% of Basic Skills (CTBS).' If this is true,
then in all probability, the,test scores they obtain under-
estimate their true levels of perfOrmance.

,0 7
° There may bC other problems using tests like the CTBS

to measure the educational achievement of language minority
students.' One of these. is the language of the test. Prior
to the introductionof the CT.p,SiEspanol, many of these Stu-
dents were examined using the CTBS, ForM S .CCTBS/S). The
absence of a match between the lahguage of the test and the
language of the examinee as well as the absence of amatch

- beAween the oral/aurall.linguage tasks addiessed,in English
-as_a. _Second Language (ESL), programs and the language .tasks
Adc#essedin thei'CTBS/S motivated recommendations of caution
:tO_ client school districts regarding the use of the' test with
language minority stud-60s and, when used,, the interpretation,
Of scores. It was felt that such scores systematically under -
estimated both student Conceptual skills and-program benefits.

. .
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Given these feelings of discomfort with the CTBS%S, the
introduction" of the' CTBS Espanol was welcomed. This version,
which was largelpi translation of the CTBS/S (some unique
SpanishSpanish fanguage material was introduced"for linguistidand
cultural reasons), began to be used by some districts with,
some Spanish dominant students. The results of this shift
were predictable. These students, depending on their levels
of primary language literacy, regularly 'obtained higher scores
on, the reading, language and mathematics concepts and appliestions

subtests than they had previously obtained on the paral-
lel English language version. The CTBS Espanol offered a
means, for estimating student conceptual skills as well as the
benefits of instruction in Spanish reading and language arts:

! Questions still remained. Many practitioners 'questioned
the validity of a Spanish=language test that was gerely a
translation of an English language teat. To what degree would
sucha. test reflect non-Spanish modes of expression?. To what
degree would'it be culturiIlv biased? Further, what inferences
could be Made based on item scores? If a student failed an
item, could this,be,attributed merely to an absence of-lit-,.
erady or was there/ beyond a poSsible absence of literacy,
slack of knowledge ofthe,concePts represented by the Words?-.

Out of these observations and-questions, the problem
addressed by this study was formulated. The major assump-
tion underlying the studyis that the'factoial composition
of tests like the CTBS/S is different for students with
rimited English proficiency (LEP) than for students with full
E4glish proficiency (FEP). This factorial,complexity fltro-t

dkces systematic error into estimates of LEP students' ability"
because.th4 score is not a pure measure of.the,ability.: The
sources Tof this factorial complexity may,be many. This study
focuses On three: unfamiliarity with the test format, lit-1
eiacy, and the language,of the test.

,
The study,then, was designed to directly assess test

familiarity, language of the test, and literacy .and:to exam-
ire whether certain alte'tetiond in the testing procedure
might allow for better estimation of students' ability and
program benefits

p.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

A three-factor facteriS1 design'was.ued. The factors
,

were.(1) language _of the test '(Spanish, En'41ish), (24446.dmin-.

, istration4bonditiens (standard,.eral) and; (3) test familiar=
ity (trained,. untrained: By crossing these factors, eight-

.

treatment groupswere
,

obtained as follows:

L
1. Spanish version. of the test, stan-

dard'administration, testwiseness
,training. ,

.

. 6
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.



2. Sanish version of the test, stan-
dard administratibn, no testwiseness
training.

3. Spanish version
administration,
ing.

4. Spanish version-
administratione
training.

of the test, oral
testwiseness train-

of the test,.oral
notestwiseness,

5. English version of the test, stan-
dard administration, testwiseness
training.

6. English version of the test, stan"
dard administration, no testwiseness
training.

7. English version of the. test, oral
administration', testwiseness train-.
ing.

8. English version.of.the test, oral
administration, no testwiseness
training.

lk

Students who participated. in the study came from grades
four, six, and eight. All had Spanish as their primary lanr
Aguage and were.limited English proficient. In order to con-
trol forAfactors that might.biasthe result, they were asT
.signed to conditions on a modified matching basis in which
controls were instituted for country of birth, amount of prior
education, socio-economic status, lengthof.residence in the
U.S:, grade level, and enter,Ing' levels of English and Spanish
language proficiency.

. ---
Instruments, used were the CTBS, Form S and the CTBS

/ Espanol, Level 1 (with fourth grade participants) and Level
3,(with sixth and eighth grade participants). The latter''-
was a translation of the former completed by staff in the
.Norwalk-La,Marada (CA) Unified School District. In some
instances; material that was considered inappropriate for
translation was replaced by more culturally and/or linguis-
tiCally-appropriate material.'

The testwiseness training that was,administered.to half
the groups was-deireloped-as a part of this study. It^s char-
acteristics are described lateein this report.

.

The oral administration prqqedure was also developed as
g part of this study. Its characteristics are also descsribed
later in this report.

e
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Linguistic Arialisis of .the CTBS

It is frequently claimed that norm-referenced tests used
for measuring the aptitude and achievement of students in the.
United States are culturally biasedThe_claim is accepted
as true by a large number of educators and, in response to'
the claim, a variety of attempts have been made to create
culture-free or culture-fair test's. Indeed, any manufac-
turer who produces and markets a test'for broad use must
demonstrate that some effort to rid the instrument of cur-
tune bias has been made.

o

Such, is the case, with the manufacturer of the CTBS.
They define bias, as the systematic production of upfair
scores for 'a particular group. In the technical manual, the
manufacturer carefully ,describes the item tryout and evalua-
tion procedure with Samples of,Black, Spanish-speaking,
"other," and "standard" students. In the judgment of the
writers, reasonable care was takerrto eliminate bias as de-

. fined.

Nevetheless, for all the care that may be taken, it is
impossibleto remove all bias from a test. This follows from
the fact that item writer(s) write from within the framework
of their own dulture(s). They Can do no other. There is no
such thing as a culture-Sree person or a culture-free position.
This being true, any test will be unbiased for some popula-
tions and biased for others. We, cannot remove bias from a
given test for-all prospective populations of examinees. We
can only replace one bias with'some other bias. Given,,

our
there-

fore, that.bias will inevitability be present, ur task is .to
try to reduce its effects for those sub-populations that are
negatively affected. 'Dux Ltrst step in this direction was-A
comparative socio-4inguistic'analysi5 of the English and span-,
ish versions of the CTBS.

Design.of the LingUisticAnalysis

TwO,analyses were designed,, a socio-linguistic analysis
and a psychometric analysis. The socio-linguistid analysis
was designed to facilitate a direct comparison'of the English
and Spanish versions as well as to inform the interpretation
of our item-analysis.. Abcordj.ngly, parallel English and
Spanish versions of items-from the Reading Vocabulary, Read-
.ing ComprehenSipn,.Mathematics'Computation, and Mathematics
Concepts and.Applicatibns subtests were paited-on the face
of 5)t8 index cardi. "Ori the back -of each of these cards was
-pasted the analytiC outline greSented,in Exhibit 1.

O

O



, EXHIBIT i

OUTLINE FOR CONDUCTING THE
SOCIO-LINGUISTIC ITEM ANALYSIS

Phonological interferences:

Spanish

English

Lexicon: interferences, translations, high and low frequency items:Th.

Spanish

English

Grammatical strudtures:

Spanish

English

Visual cues/stimuli used with test items:

Spanish

English

Socio -linguistic variables:

Hispanic/Spanish dominant other
than Mexican American

Hispanic/Mexican American

English dominant
. .

Anglo

Hispanic ether than
Mexican American

MeXican American

Additional Comments:

S. 4

4



, The psychometric analysis was designed to focus on ;tem
difficulty, item discrimination, and item response frequencies.

Conduct of the Linguistic. Analysis

The item cards described aboVe were.gtiven.-to'a Spanish/
English.bili4gual linguist. He conducted an analysis of each
Spanish/English-item pair for Levels B, C, l',,--2, and S of-
the CTBS. His comments were used as h basis for tnterpretihg
the'results obtained in the item analysis-.'

The psychometric analysis focused primhrily.onthe indi-
vidual items. Item difficulty was computed as percent'of
correct-response. This was the formof the index used by
the manufacturer and permitted a direct comparison of the
difficulty indices obtained from the manufacturer's standardi-
zation sample with those obtained from the langUage minority
sample of this study.

Item discrimination was computed in terms .of point bi-
serial correlations between each item and the rest of the --.

items in the subtest with that item removed.
k41,

Overall test-reliability was computed in terms of Cron-
bach's alpha

Development of the Testwiseness Materials

Rationale

Among the factors that are assumed to contribute to sys-
tematic negative error in the test scores of language minority
students is a lack of tedtwiseness, that is, the lack o4 spe-
cific skills that could assist a student to receive a higher
score than he might otherwise have received. The ladk of ,

`these skills reflects a lack of experience with.nOrm-referenced
tests in the home country.

In order'to provide the language minority student with
those skills that he/she would have developed had he/she
been born and raised in this country, a testwiseness train-
ing system was developed and (

used in this study.
.

Design anti Development,
-.-

The construct of testwiseness haS a relatively short
history in educational research. Both educational measure-
ment speciaLists and test constructors have testified to its

r,
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1 existence. It has been described,both as having a
,

possiide .

, .

influence on reliability (Thorndike; 1951) and as a component
of response,variance in objective test questions (Ebel and
Damrin, 1960). The literature reflected consideilkile con-

. fubion over the pre6ise components and functioning of test-
wiseness. No empirical research to clarify the situation'

I
was reported "prior to 1964.

.

.

. The classic theoretical work was performed by Millman,
_Bishop, and Ebel (4.965.). They presented a comprehensive
taxonomy of testwiseness thatwas intended.to sei* as a
fraMework for futuie empirical study. They defined test-
wiseness as "a subject's capacity to utilize the character-
istics and formats of the test and/oetest-taking situation
to receive a high scbie." Subsequent to this work, a large
-amount of empirical'research app ared in the professional
literature. Within the last dec de, testwiseness has been

6;investigated in terms of its,co ponents (Nilsson and Wedman,
1974), correlates (Diamond and Evans, 1972), and application
(Ford, 1973'). A comprehensive review of investigations of
testwiseness has recently been conducted by Sarnacki (1979).
As a result of these and other analyses, testwiseness is now
widely rdcognized as a source of additional error variance
in test scores and.as a possible depressor of test validity.

Our first step in'the development of materials to each

wisenes.s skills required by LEP _itudents'in taking a 'd n-tt
testwiseness was to conduct an analysis of-the specific test-.

dardized achievement test, in this Case, the CTBS. rghis
analysis involved three tasks: a review and identific'tion
of,relevant testwiseness skills contained it the taxonomy of
testwiseness skills:ptepared by Millman et al. (1965); av,task
analysis of the skills required in the-sub-tests of,the'CTBS,

4 and didcussion with experts in educational measurement and
bilingual education about the problems faced by students

1 411 generally in taking standardized achievement tests, and those

I
faced.by TJP students, in particular. ,

, .:.0
- .

.

Based on th above analysis, a conceptual -frameworkfor

Table 1), Basically, three categories of skills were/iden-'
testwiseness training of ,LEY-students was developed (see

tified as most impOrtant given the nature and purpose of the
study: familiarity with standardized tests, following .direc-
tions; and strategies for.test-taking ,

.

Our second step was to examinelloreviously developed
materials designed to teach testwiseness skills to deterMine
whether tey would be appropriate for use in this Study.
These materials were located-through reports of studies pub-

in professional journals, doctoral dissertations, and
contacts with school districts across the nation reputed. to
be training students in testwiseness skills.

Our objective in reviewing -these materials was to de-,
termine whether; they addressed the skills contained in our

'-:0041111
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TABLE 1 . ,

.

CONCEPTUAL
.
FRAMEWORK-FOR,TESTWISgNESS TRAINING

OF LEP STUDENTS

Familiarity with Standardized Tests

1. Features of standardized testa

2. Feelings whentaking tests -

*-P

3. Marking the answer sheet or test booklet quickly
and properly'

Following Directions

1. Reading every word

2. Understanding .types of questions and answers

p

requireA for each sub -test

Reding Vocabulary
Reading Comprehension
Mathematics Computation
Mathematics Concepts t
Applications '
Spelling .
Language Mechanics
Language Expression
Reference Skills

4

CTBS.

f Espanol
CTBS
English

Test-Taking Strategies
, .

1. Strategies for answering iach type of question
in each subtest

2.' Guessing' ,

3. Marking numbers of .guestiong'for reconsiderati n

4 Using .scratc4,paper. .

5. Checking answers

r

-8 -- ,

r'')( 12t.)
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conceptual framework, whether they were appropriate for LEP
students at_the grade,levels identified for the study (4th,
6th, 8th grade), and 'whether they were usable° 'within the
amount of 'instructional time available for the studY'(5 one-
hour sessions): A summary of thekey characteristics of all
materials located is presented in Table 2. As can be .seen
from the table, the majority of materials addressed more
sophisticated and complex skills and were directedvto older
English speaking students.'. Based.on this review, it was'
decided that no existing Materials were approliriate for use
in this study. eo

Thus, we began.the proCess of developing testwiseness
materials for the study. A preliminary'set, of materi s was
developed containing instructional'stategies and exerc ses
keyed to the CTBS that.were. agpropriate for LEP student at
'grades four, six, and eight. The materials presented
struction on the §kills identified in Table 1 in a-logiAcal
sequence with activities that were designed to motivate and
inform students*.

The materials were divided into five sessions. The or-
ganizational format for.each-session was.as follows: set of
lessons,: objectives, general ideas, activities, practice
exercise, cOrrect answers, and final assessment. The prelim-
inary materials were developed first in. English and then
translated into Spanish.

Tryout-
,

Upon completion of devefopment of the materia s) the
student materials were translated into'Spanish and were pro-
duced in small,quantities. A tryout was then scheduled with
fourth, sixth,,and eighth grade monolingual Spazikish speakers.
The,students dame) from three different schools, one grade
level, per school. Care wastaken to make sure that they

f
would'exhibit the same characteristics as.those exhibited by.
the experimental sample. Class tizes ranged from eight to
12 students. Four one-hour training sessions'were scheduled
at each'site on lour_successive days. The classes were
taught by a Spanish/English bilingual instructor and were.

A
observed by the.ltiter of the materials, a person Who has
good aural 'Spanlsh comprehension and is Spanish literate.
The same material and procedures-were used with all three
groups.' The only changes were in,the demeanor of the in-
structor who tried in each case tO,talk with the students at
their.Own level. Following'each one -hour session ", the in-
.structor and observercritiqued the session. The foCuA of
these critique sessions was to gerierat a set-of specifica-
tions for revisions .of the' materials.,

9



Study
a

Moore et al
(0966)

TABLE 2

PREVIOUS STUDIES USINGTESTWTSEUE'S TU5111116E:in
61

Skill (s)

Guessing

Pacing of responses

Langer, et al, Usifigcues
(1973)

Wahlstrom &
.earsma

01968)
tl

-Oakland

(19723

1

Gra11e

Level

8th

college-

All akills in Millman taxonomy, 9th

Familiarise students with foriSt
.°(items with options, work-
ing in rows and columns)

Teach-common conoepts
,

left, same, different)
-Pay attention to all options '.
Practice marking

Motivation-encourage to ask
questions

Use a marker

Increase attention span

Cue uakhq

a

k,"

V.

Format,

Progranimed Text

0
17

1) scriptAprose)
2) programmed

text

Outline of TW
principles

Elaboration of
selected prin-
ciples

Teacherwiseness
with individual
'study

preschool 30 pages of prac-

tice materials

IS (error
avoidance)

1.4

Insttuctional
Time

70-90 minutes

15 minutes
. 30 minutes

100 minutes

2)( a week for 6

,weeks

4
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Study

Slakter et al, stem options
(1970) , .

.

abstird options

Cdllenbach

.0973)

Woodley
(1975)

similar options

specific determiners

guessing'

following .directions

response marking

using time

guessing

reducing test
related anxiety

time using

error avoidance

guessing

Deductive reasoning

Interest consider-
ation

Cue using

-TABLE 2 (Cont.)

IB (error

avoidance)

Instructional
Level Format Time

4

Seniors. (

2nd

Adults

(occupation
& licensing
exams).

Programmed tests.

Instruction &
Practice

WorkbOok

40 minutes each

8 - 30 minute
lessons

I

4 hours

4V^

16
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Study

1

1.1

Skill (s)

MOM VIM =II

1`.

TABLE 2 (Cont.)

VIM =If 11M11 MIN

Grade Instructional
Level Format Time

.
.

Ford & Weelfer ,Test mechanics deductive ..- College Lecture. 3 sessions
(1980)- , .-,

reasoning

Cue using Supervised study s

(3 booklets)

JOhngma & Motivation ,
5,th/inner. Teacher-led group .. 1 hour

Warshauer city p discussion with
*(1975) suburban written activi-

.

i - ties

Following,,directions,
understanding what
is read

Guessing
. -

Using answer sheets

Using time

Test-taking conduct.

1 hour, 15 minutes
es. .(1r2 sessions)

Ferrell Deductive reasoning. high school/ Form 2 - a test 1 class period,
. '11977) . college . as starting (1 hour)

.

- Cue using ...,, point for
group dis- ,

cussion

17 n. 18
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.Revisions

The only revisions that were needed involved a rese-
quencing of some of the content and. activities. The revi-
sions were completed. The testwiseness materials presented
With this report are the revised. version.

Development of the Oral Administration Procedures

Rationale.

Most qung people in Latin-America do not have a chance
$ at formal ducation. 'Nevertheless, since life in the home
and community call be presumed to have educational value, we
Must assume a-great store of practical knowledge. cUnfor-

.

tunatelyi, due to a lack of literacy, these students can only
reveal,this store through the use of oral language.

f

If the purpose of testing is to find out what a student
-knows and if what a student knows cannot be determined using,
a written test, then it only makes sense to adjust the test --
ing mode in order to accomplishthe stated purpose. The ob-
jection may be raised that changing the mode of testing makes
the results obtained non-comparable. This is certainly true
in some, perhaps all, cases. An, oral version of a reading
comprehension test, for example; cannot be considered a test
of reading comprehension. However,. it may still be possiblk,
to learn something of value about a student's language and
conceptual skills by rix.esenting such a test in ,this way.
And whep it comes to certain other subjects (mathematics

putation for example), what one learns with a testder
vered orally may be very similar to what one learns from

a printed, test.

These considerations lead' one to speculate-about What
might be learned with regard to the state,,of a student'',
knowledge from an ofal,administration of the.CTBS., Consider
that the form °of the reading vocabulary items is as follows:

large house

(1) big
. (2) long

(3) new',

(4) ready

In thla item form, the student...is expected to choose the word
that means:the same or nearly the same-as the underlined word.
In the printed version of the test, the student must be able



I -

to decode the' words, assess their meanings, and make an appro-
priate selection. ,In the oral version of the test, only the
stiMul.us situation changes. The student must still determine

, 'meanings and make an appropriate selection. From such a'task,
.one can leArn whether the meanings of the test words are
known. 1 The only thing one cannot determine is.whether, or the
degre/ to which, the written form of 'the words .is knowp.4'

similar argument can be made with respect to the read-
ing niprehension subtest. Consider that the items present
a sh t reading selection followed by four-choice multiple-
choi items. These items test for such things'as determini-
natio of word meanings from context, attention-to detail;
sequehce of events, main' idea, etc. In the print version of
the test, the student must first decode the reading selection
and the items, then make the dkoropriate response. In the..
oral version of the test, .only the decoding part of 'the task
is eliminated. The student must still deal with all'the se-
maritic requirements of the items. A similar argument can be
made for the mathematics, concepts and applications subtestS.

Full recognition is given in this study to-the fact that
the oral approach almost certainly changes the measurement
properties of the test. An assessment of these changes is
included in the plan for data analysis:

The rationale, then,- for designing and developing an
oral administration procedure rests on the assumption that
students with limited literacy skills (whether English or
primary language) still have considerable knowledge which,
because of the requirements of the print test, must remain
unknown to us if we limit ourselves to the use of print.
Only as we adjust our testing procedures- to match the student's
language capability can we unlock the door to his/her store of
knowledge.

Design and Developffient

In developing the oral administration pro2edures, the
intent was to leave...the form of the test unchanged wherever
possible. Under.standard administration procedures, the
examiner reads the, directions. By slightly modifying the'.
directions as givell in the Examiner's Manual, it was felt.
thatk-the task of reading.the d4rectioni-FEUTd pest be left
with the examiner. The only._change would be to ignOre the
instruction "Do not read the item aloud" wherever it oc-
curred. This seemed thmost appropriate since the instruc-
tion always appeared with i4Ip1e items and it was thought
preferable-to present the sample items in a fashion identi-
cal to the presentation of the items,, that is orally. For
this reason, the instructions were not recorded on tape.

Q] JO 20
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. THe items for the reading_vocabulary, the reading com-
prehension, and the mathematics Concepts and applications
subtests were recorded-on tape. The mathematics computation
sdbtest was not recorded 'since it does not involve written '

language. This study did not deal with the spelling,'lan-
guage mechanics, language expression, reference skills,
science, and social studies subtests since these subtests
are not included in the CTBS Espanol.

'An preparing the recordings of the reading vocabulary,
reading comprehension, and mathematics concepts'' and applica-
tions subtests, it was felt that pacing and understandability'
would be the most critipalfactorso With regard.to pacing-,
it was decided to record each sUbtest such that it would fit
within. the time limits specified foretheopr&nt version.
Thus, the run time for the reading vocabulary subtest had to
-be less than,15 minutes for .Level 1 and 12 minutes for,LeVel
3,.the,reading Comprehension subtest less than 35 for both
Leiiels 1 and 3, the mathematiCs.concepts and applications
subtest less than 35 Minutes for both Levels l'and 3. '

The actual run time would of 'course be affected 'by the
pade,of reading, the number of item repetitionsnd the
amount of silence between items. It was-decided to read thi
items at.a pace slightly slower than normal.conversation.
The other decisions'varied amori4 the test aSollows:.

AZ 1,
'I. 'On the reading focabulary subtest,

item stems were read ,once and re-
sponse choices twice. - Three -seconds 14.A,

4

of silence separate the reading of,
each item. The total run time op
the Spanish version, Level l'is,;

112:50, leaving 2:10 for,,those stiir
Aents with reading skill to go back'
over omitted or other items. The
total run time on the English ver-
sion, Level 1, is 12:08/leaving
2:52. The total run time on the
90anish version,..4evel 3, is 11:446
leaving 0:16. The total run time on
the English .version, Level 3.1fs' -

-11:30,.leaving 0:30.

o2. On'the reading comprehension subtest,
the 6reading"selections are read,
aloud once. Item stems are read :Once
and response choices twice. Three
seconds of-silence separate the read-
ing of each item. The total runtime
on the Spanish version, Level l'is
23:10, leaving 11:50 .fpr.those
dents'with some reading skills to4go
back over omitted or Other items.
The total rule time,on.the English
version, Level 1 is 22:45, leasing

Ole

o
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.12:15. The total run time on'the.
Spanish version, Level'3 is°26:00,
leaving 9:00r The total run time on

A the English .version, Level'3 is 24:11,
leaving.9:49.

a..-
3. On the mathematics concepts arid.ap6.

plications subtests, each item is
read once. Responseoptions'ar
read.orily'where they quire 'the
reading of words. Twenty-three'se-
conerof silence separate thefttead-
ing of each item. The total run time
on-ithe,Spanish,vdrsion-i tevel,Lis-
24:30, leaving10:30 to-gb back over
6Mitted or Other items.' The total
runtime on the English Version,
Level-1 is 24:00: The tota,1 run` time
on the Spanish version, Level 3. is
24:15, leaving 10:45. The total run

. time on the English'version,Level 3 /

is 24:00,=leaving 11:00.

.0n,all the recordings, the:beginning of each eubtest is
idehtified with' a tag giving, the subtestRumber and title.
Additionally, each 'item is tagged by its'number in.the test
book, thus assisting the student to .kelpp'track of the item -

he /she is currently working on°.

With respect to the 'vbd,ces used.on the recordings, the
Spanish version' was recorded ,by a' male college-proftssor,pf

_,Spanish' whose primary-.4,angle is Spanish. The English ver-
sion was iecordedlhy a femal "professional narrator whose
primary language is English;

The'technical dire6tion.and,editing was performed by a
.'professional.thusician"with years of studio experience both
as a performer and as a director/producer.

The' recording done -in a professional recording stu-.
dio on Ampex equipment.

Tryout and Betisi n

An informal tryout was cohducted in order to determine
whether or net the recordings needed td-be revised. Of _spe.-
cial concern was the effect of theqpaing, especially' the
length of the silences between items.. None ofthe evidence.
indicated that changes were .needed,thou4h it became' clear,
both in the tryout =setting and in the experimentiI setting
that -the time allowed is too long for some' and- too Chart for
others. The fixed pacing is at once-the oral administration's
greatest-advantage and its greatest disadVantage; The advan-
tage lies in the pressure :it placeson-the.examinee to respond

r
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to every item. The disadvantage lies in.the degree to which
it slows some student- down wising them to wait and become
bored, and speeds others beyond their normal pace, perhaps to

0 their disadvantage. During tryout .and.testing, no exminee
wanted to use the available time at the end of each Subtest
to answer omitted items.. -As a consequence, the total testing
time was reduced beneath the time limits recommended by the
test manufacturer.

4

Selection of the Sample

4
Problems Encountered

The proposal on which this study is based was first sub-
mitted more than three years ago. Ittwas rejected the first .

year.but along with the rejection came, some suggestions for
' modification and an invitation to submit the modified pro-
..posal. The modifications. were made and the invitation
accented. The time lapse between the original submission and
funding of the re-submission was approximately two years. An-
other six months passed as the start-up work was completed. It
was .now time to begiri'preliminary work with the cooperating .

school'districts. It was at this time that two of the three
original districts decided that they could not participate.
One of theM had decided just' that year to discontinue use of
the CTBS, a key instrument in this study, and to begin using
the CaliforniaAchievement Test (CAT). We now faced the
problem of seeking at a late hour additional districts that
woul cooperates with us,., Such districts were found, but
onl at the expense of a reduction in'the sample -size ori-.
g ally planned. Later, because of internal communication
roblems, one of the junior-high-principals whose school was
Scheduled to supply 30 eighth grade subjects, decilimed'to

,,.participate.

Selectiion'of Participating Districts

As noted.above, one of the three original districts [con-
.

tinued in the project. This diztrict (we shall designate it
as District A) lies on the eastern side of a .latge metropoli-
tan area adjacent to an area known as a "port of eAtry" for
Mexican immigrants. This district has a large population of
Spanish-surnamed students, a large and growing population of
Asian students, and a large population of "Anglo" students.

r-

Of the new districts, District1B lies on the southwestern
side of th2.metropolitan area and has a predominantly Black
population that is being increasingly displaced on its' west
side by immigrantLatin American students, primarily Mexican
and Central AmeriCan.

71),-/.10 23



District C is on the northern fringes'of the large metro-
politan area. It is totally different in .character from Dis-
tricts A and B in that it is predominantly middle'to upper-
middle class 'Anglo" with a strong sense of pride in its
traditional support ot education-and the arts. There is a
growing immigrant Hispania population,liviag on the outer
fringes of the city.

Districts D ana E are in adjacent suburban cities lying
in what may be calledan "ethnic corridor" to the southeast
of the large metropolitan area. District D has a large popU-
lationof. MeXican Americans and "Anglos." District E is
ethnically diverse. District D participated fully in the
study' while District E agreed only to supply non-experimental
control subjects.

.

Selection and Matching of the Students

The student participants were selected in a way designed
to'faciIitate the formation of groups that would be as nearly
alike as-possible. Since we had a limited set of Vailable
students, random selection from a population was no possible
We therefore decided to.approximate a matching,rocedure.
Approxithation was s-a necessity since strict rcitchincris waste-
ful of subjects and we were in no position to give qp more
than 'g very, few. of the available sample.

O
The actual procedure required that we define a set of

variables on which the approximations would be based. The
variables and their associated values were as, follos:

l.. grade in school (we used fourth,
sixth, an&eighth grade students)

2. country of birth '(students were clas-'
sified 'in terms of whether they had
been born -in the United States or in
Latin AMerica),

3: amount of formal education (students
were classified in ,terms of the ac-

t tual number of years of formal educa-
tion they had received.both in the
United States and in- Latin America)

4. father's level of education students
were classified in terms of the ac-
tual number of years of formal,eduda-
tion their fathers had received)

.4*

5; time in the United States (students
were classified in terms ,of the ac-
tual number of yearsthey had lived
in the United States)

24
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6. English profidiency(Each student was
placed in one o4 seven categories
based jointly on scores from the tests '

used in the participating districts.
for purposes of program classification
and teacherudgment. Tests 'varied
among, the Language Assessment Battery,-
the Bilingual Syntax- Measurel'and the
Language Assessment Scalrs.) ,

-7. Spanish language profici6ncy (Each
student was placed in one of seven
categories based jointly on tests for
languagedominance and teacher judg-
ment.)

Data for each of'these_.variables were coded on cards like
the facsimile presented 'n Exhibit 2. Once the cards were

!.(

.

filled out, they were parated by grade level: Then, wc*4ng
one grade level at a t' e, the cards were placed two at a tame
in two stacks corresponding to the two training groups. Each
pair of cards-was matched on the seven variables as closely
as possible. The bilingual resource teachers assisted in this
so that approximate equality between groups would be obtained.
'In all cases, these teachers were satisfied that there was no
systematic bias favoring one group or the other.

Following this step, cards in each of_the two piles were
distributed over four piles corresponding to the four testing
conditions. This was Anne by (l) identifying sets of four
students who were as nearly alike as possible and (2) assign-

-ing them randomly to.testing conditions. Once again, the re-
source' teachers were satisfied.that the groups were as neatly
equal as they could be made based on the available 'informa-
tion. Thet4numbers of students assigned to each condition is

. presented in Exhibit 3. Note that there were no fourth grade
students in the "no-testwiseness/oral administration" groups.

Assignment ofStudents to COnditions

Once'; students. had been assigned to groups such,thdtthe
groups were as nearly equal asTossible, the group's were
assigned randomly to treatments. A total of 88.students was
in the groupieceiving Level 1 of the test'. A totalfof 73
students was in the group receiving Level 3.

Training in Testwisehess
. .

Students who had been selected to receive training in
testwiseness received their training no more than two weeks
prior to taking the- CTBS. The training was conducted jointly
by the investigators and by personnel from'the participating
districts: In this section, the training procedures, train-.
ing schedules, training environments and other training fac-'
tors are described. - .
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.EXHIBIT 2

STUDENT DATA CARD

Name 4 -Di s tri c

School Grade

Country of birth Years of education

' Years ofifather's
eeducatilon

English proficiency

Cpt English tile

Reading

Math

\ =

Time in U.S. 1

Spanish profidiency

CTBS Espanol %ile'

Reading

Math

4"' .

Assignment to Treatment

Language of the test

English

Spanish

Testwiseness training

Yes

No

idmintstrtion

Standard

Oral

a

..
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. EXHIBIT 3 ,
.
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.
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DISTRIBUTION OF, PARTICIPANTS OVER CONDITIONS
4,, -

.....i

'
' CTBS Level 1, drade 4 .

.
.

.

- Testwiseness /
Jtaining.-- - .

n = 66:

.
....)

No Testwiseness
Training
n = 22

.

.

.

Oral

Administration,
Standard

Administration'

-

Oral
Administration

Standard
Administration

Spanish,
version

n,= 20

. .

n = 20 n = 0 n = 11 .

English
version

n = 13 n = 13 - n = 0

.

n = 11

°

.

.

.

.

. 2 -b,.

'

_ .

CTBS Level 3, Grades 6 and 8
. \

.

J , .

Testwiseness
Training

. n = 41.

Testwiseness
Training

e
n = 32

..,

Oral
Administration

Standard-

AdministratiOn
Oral

Administration
Standard

Administiration
..-

Spanish
version

n = 11
.

,

,n = 8 .

.

n = 6
.

,

n.= 11

.

EngliSh
version

n = 11,

.

,

. n = 11 A n = 4 I
, .

ri = 11'

. .. . .
,

-.<,

.
. .

. . .
&



Training the Trainers 0

Tihree persons in additian to the principal
were scheduled td conduct the training. The three'persons
each came fram a different district, one from District A,'
one from District C, and onefrom°District D. _The 'principal
investigator* conducted the training in District B. No stu-
dents from District E received training in testwiseness.

Since the principal investigator had been (1) the trans,
t lator of the testwiseness materials, (2), the tryout teacher,

and (3) the one who actually wrote the revisions, it was
natural that hp be thetrainer of the three persons who would
conduct testwiseness training.

ThO three trainers plus other representatives c4 dis=
tricts A,B,C, and D came together for an all-day training.
session. During the first two hours, the purposes and prOce-
duxes of the study were explained in detail. The next three
hours were dedicated to going over the materials and proce-

Adtres for conducting testwiseness training. "The majority of
- .

the participants were Spanish/English bilinguals. 'Accordingly,
their advice was sought regarding the accuracy of the trans-
ations. An attempt was, made to rid the materials' of voca-
bulary that would be strictly regional. Their suggestions

incorporatdd into the final,reision of the Spanish
version of the materials. The' final hour of the day was
dedicated to instructing the trainers In proceduies for se-
lecting participants and for assigning them to treatments._

By the end of the day, of the persons attendingthe
training day expressed enthusiasm for the project. Each
'felt well-prepared to go ahead with his or her part of the
study:

At the request of. representatives from Districts A,B,
and C, the principal investigator visited the respective
districts to provide additional asistance in sample 'selec-
tion. In District E, the principal: investigator wad, solely
responsible for sampleselection.

Training ScheduleS

All of the participating districts wished to avoid bur-
dening the students with testing over and above that which is
normally 'cons:Tutted at the end of theschool year. As a.re-
sult4 training was conducted as early as mid-May in one .

district and as late as mid - 'June in another. The unique
constraints in each district forced us to accepta variety
of testing_ schedules. InDistridt-A and D, four one-hour
sessions were conducted at each of two schools. In District
B,two two-hour-sessions were conducted at one school. in'
DistrAct C, 'one falai-hot= session Wei-conducted at each of
two schools. In all cases at leastfoui hours of instruction

-1twere.given.-

28
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.Conducting the Te'sting

The testing, like the training, was the joint responsi-
bility of the investigators and school personnel. Testing
in Districts A and C was conducted by.the qaffe persons who
conducted testWiseness training. Teting in District E was
conducted by the District's classroom teachers according to
standard District procedures. Testing in bistrict B was con.-
ducted by the investigators only and in_District D by the
investigators and the testwiseness trainer jointly.

'In District B, two examiners were used. Students were
pulled out of their, classrooms in small groups and were
taken to special rooms where distractions would be at a 'min-
imum. Each group was tested on two successive days. Groups
that were tested in the morning returned to their classrooms

.in the afternoon and vice v sa for those who were tested in
the afternoon.' Students we

r
seated at separate desks so as

to minimize the likelihood of copying. In the=case of the
students who received the oral administration condition, the
tape recording was played on a single tapeplayer with the
voluthe turned up to acomfortable level. As far as could
be determined, each student could hear the recording Well.
All sessions were carefully proctored.

In District C, the students were divided into four groups
acdOrding to testing conditions and taken to a trailer where
they would be protected from distraction. Each group re-
ceived the whole test (i.e., four .subtests) in=one day. The
four groups received thetest_on four successive dayl. The
sessions were carefully proctored.

In District D, four examiners were used. Students were
pulled out of their classrooms in small groups and were taken
to special rooms. The,students receiving the'oial adminis-
tration procedures mere taken to.a media center consisting
'of two adjacent rooms where listening posts were available.
The tape, recording was played to them through. headsets with

0 individually adjUstable volume controls. The use of the
listening poStsdidtated that students be seated at the same
'table. Accordingly', proctoring was tight in order to mini-

- mize the likelihodd of copying. In the case of he students
Who received the standard administration condition, seats
were sufficiently far apart to eliminate the .possibility of
copying. ..TheseseSsiots were also proctored carefdlly.

In District E, students were tested in their classrooms
'by their own teachers according to standard district proce-
dure.

The total huMber'of4t'udents taking'the CTBS/S was 74'
The total number taking the CTBS Espanol was 87.

Ke4
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Analyzing the Results. '1\

Changes ins the Design
,
At the orientation and training session in which the k

testwiseness trainers were trained, objections to the pretest/
posttest feature of the design were raised by the school dis-,
trict.representatives. They 'felt that-the.pretest should be
avoide'din order to avoid over-loading the students with
testing. ClaierOomiieiChers tend to feel'that testing is
overdone anyway. The representatives therefore fdlt that,the
teachers and students both would be:more receptive to partici:-
pation if we.couldgo 'to 'a posttest-only design. .The invesi-
gators had no objections t9 this change since it was felt that
adequate controls..bad been buili'into the sampling plan, thus
increasing the likelihood that the results'would be interpret.,
able in terms of the variables that were under study. The
Program Officer was consulted regarding.the change to a
posttest-only design. She had no objections.' -,Accordingiy,
the study was conducted in two, stages. During the first
stage, testwiseness training was given to 'the students who
had been selected for suqh'training.. During the second stage
the students were tested using one of four conditions as
follows; t:

0

- -.,

1. CTBS in Epglish/standardzadminiqtra-
. tion_yrocedure

2. CTBS-in Spanish/standard administra-
tion-procedure

3. CTBS in,Englis ra 1. administration
procedure

4. CTBSfin Spanish/oral administration
trocedure

The Analytic Approach .

Asdescribedan a prelAous section of this report, the
study was designed as,an investigation of three experiMental
factors: receipt of testwiseness training, form of test ad-
ministration,and language of test. p.ch of these.fictors
wasstddied at two levels: testwiseness training vs. no
teStwiseness training, oral vs. dtandard test administration,
and English vs. Spanis t Version of the CTBS..0 Thelevelb(of
these factors were -considered as fixed and the-resulting de..
sign was'a 2x2x2 factorial with students serving as repli-
cates within each of the.dight treatment cells.

Analysis of tilis design produce
terms corresponding to the sources o
sis of variance table.. These terms

a maximum of seven
variance in an analy-

represent the three main



I,
ef,fects (testwiseness training, ftrmof test administration,
and language of test), the-three-two .wayinteractions (test-
wiseness and administration), and firially, the three-way
interaction. term (language andtestwiseness and administra-
.tion). Estimation and significanse testing of each of these
terms is possible as long as there are replications within
the design cells so that the residual variance can-be sepa-
ratelyestimated.

At Level 3 (grades 6 and 8), each of the eight experir
mental cells had more than two observations, thus allowing
estimation and testing of the complete model (all seven vari-
ance sources). However, at Level-1, two of the cells wer&
empty, producing a reduced model capbslmelf estimating and
testing only five terms.. Since bot empty cells involved

condition of oral administration and no testwiseness
training, the two-way interac4ion terms between these two
sources and the three-way interaction term could not be se-
parately estimated. Therefore, the residtal variance term
for this model included these sources of variance. For .the
discussion of this design, the reader may consult a standard
experimental textbook such as Winer (1962) or Kirk 11968).

Actual Computation of the estimates and their associated
significance-tests was accomplished through'the use of the
Statistica1sAnalysis System (SAS) procedure labeled TLM.
This prodedure was chosen because both the Level 1 ana Level
3 designs were unbalanced (unequal cell frequencies) and this
'procedure would compite the correct sum of squares for such
designs. The-procedure uses a general linear model approach
to allow the Specification and estimation of a Tal.de range of
analytic models. While this procedure estimates four differ-
ent types of estimeble functions, the relevan't.type for the
current analysis, is the Type' IV function., This function
allows for thetesting of-the hypotheses as if the data, had.
been originally derived frOm a balanced design. More spe4-
fically, the Type,IV function estimates sum of squares as-
sociated with ad23.ing each term as the last term to the linear
`model. In other words, it computes the sum of squares for
each term holding all the other,terms of the model constant
(see HeDdig andCouncil, 1979).

All computing was performed at the University of Southern
California computer facility using an IBM 370/58.

c
4.-

The results of these'analyses are reported and-discussed
imthe.following section.- r

The socio-linguistic item analysis referred to earlier
was structurally unrelated to the 2 i°''2 x 2 factorial analysis
described' above.. In' other words, ,there was no attempt to
study the effects of the -vax4pus treatment conditions on indi-
vidual item responSe tendencies. The socio-linguistic analysis
was designed to Stand alone and to. provide a getter understand-.
,jmg of how Sp4nish-sp4aking-LEP'student's as a group respond to
paired English/Spanish items.'44'
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RESULTS

The Linguistic Analysis

1

As was mentioned earlier, two approaches to item analysis
were used. A linguist examined each of the items from a socio-
linguistic standpoint. This analysis was conducted on Levels
B, C, 1, 2, and 3 of both...English and Spanish versions of the--
tests. AdditiOnally, a.statigtical analysis was limited to

, Levels 1 and 3 since /these were the only levels actually ad-
ministered to subjects in the study.

In.presenting the results of the analysis we shall first
deal with a comparative analysis of the overall distribution
of item difficulties across T5ur different sub-populations.'
Following this, we shall discuss the socio-linguistib and
statistical analysis" in an integrated.fashion.

The comparative analysis is baked on item difficulties
expressed'as the proportion of correct responses among four
distinct grqups. The groups are (1). the 'norming sample used
by themanUIacturer.for,the CTBS/S, (2) the sample of LES
students from this study who hook the CTBS/S, (3) the norming
sample. used by the manufacturer for the CTBS Espanol, and
(4) the sample of LES'students from this study who took the
CTBS Espanol. The relevant data are found in Tables 3-10.

-

Consider first the relative performance of the English
norm sample (Column 1)'and the Spanish study sample (Coldmn 4).
This comparison is of interest because of the fact that it
involves the two primary-groups for whom the two different
language versions were prepared. Other things being equal,
one tight hypothesize that item difficulty levels. would' be
approximately equal for each English/Spanish item-pair.

P Examination of the tables reveals that this hypothesis holds
for a significant number of the items. If we define "approx-
imate equality". as item pairs whose associated difficulty

- indices are within.+ .10 of one another, we-find 19 out of
the 40 ,items on 1,Vocabulary subtest that can be
said to be of approximately equal difficulty. On the Level

`1 .Reading Comprehension 'subtest, 32 out of 45 items' were of
approximately equal difficulty. On the Level 1 Mathepatics
Computation slibtest, 41'out of 48 items were of approximately
equal 4ifficulty. On the Level 1 Mathematics Concepts and .

Applications .subtest, 21 out of 50 items. were of approximatgly,
equal difficulty. Similar proportions of equally-difficult
items'Were found on the Level 3 subtests. Of courser-the
remaining English/Spanish item-pairs differed by more than +
.10. The differences were occasionally as-great as + :60.
In all but a few casesdifferences larger than.. .10 favored
4i.eEnglipti;language sample. In other-words,. iran item pair
eicceeded the + :10 difference in difficulty, the item was
easier for thPEnglish language sample than for the Spanish

t
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TABLE 3 :

4

Item Difliculty in Proportion of Correct
Response for FoUr Reference Groups:
Vocabulary Subtest

Item

CTBS/S, faevel 1 CTBS Espariol, Level 1

Norm Sample' Study Sample Norm Eampla Study Sample

:94 .71 .89 .95
2 .88 .36 .78 .97
3 .90 .57 .52 .90

.86 .50 .39 .46
5 .85 .60 .47 .62
6 .86 .50 .49 .78

7 .71 .22 .38 .26
8 . .80 .50 .39 .56
9 .80. .67 .64

10 .84 4 .63 .39 .54.

.78 .48 .24 .16
12 .71 .44 .47 .71

13 .64 .39 .56 .79
14 .80. .38 .55
15, .83, .61 .46 .87

16 .62 .50 .54 .85

17 .75 .80 .74

.59 .55 .62

. 19 ,67 .42 .66 .74

20 .63 .32 .51 .72

31 .77' .39 .53 .87

22 .68 .1T .46 .64

23 .29° .31 ,18

24 .70'. .54 -.54 .77

25 .61 .26 .35 .77

26 .63 .43 .46 f. .76

27 .56, .32. .66

28 '.53 .18 .51 -.66
29 .51 .48 .26 .32

'30 t51, .05 .25 .18

31 .58
oft

.50 .39

32 -74.* .33 . .35 .44

33 .49 .20, ,26 .13

'34 45 .33 .38 ..0
35 .52 .06 '.43 .45

:49 .36 .49 .76

.
37, .53, .19: .23 .49

38 !' e .51 ,27 .26 "..14

39 .24 .34 '.42

40 .38 .29 - .54

-.'
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TABLE 4 : Item Difficulty in Proportion of Correct
Response for Pour Reference Groups:
Reading Comprehension Subtest

Item Norm Sample

1 .71

2 .86

3 :66

4 .79

5 .82.

6 -82

7 .87

8 .73

9 .53

10 .78

11 .40

'12 .67

13 .61

1.4 ,.76

15 .63

16 .82.

.79

18 .74

19 .65

20 .49 .1.

21 .76

22 .68

23 .66

.63

25 .61.

26 .75
27 .73

28 .78

29 01111.. .76

30 .67

31

32 .62

33 .64

34 .68

35 .79

-36 x.75

37 .71

38 .68

39 .47

40 .52

41 .77

42
43 .63

44 .60

. 45. .52 4

5.

CTBS /S,, Level 1

Study Sample

CTBS Espanol, Level 1

Norm Sample Study "Sample

.56

.,52

.44

.64

. 72

.58

. 79

. 18

.33

..13
. 46

.35

,29
.17

5

. 25

. 18

.26

.13

.36

.42

. 38

. 42

.21
.4b

. 56

. 52

.35

. 29

.48

. 28

.50

.67

. 38

.57'

.71

.39

.29

.17

' .74

.4 :32

.33

.48

. 39

. 59

.67

. 45

. 55

.64

. 58

.58

. 59

. 44

. 46

.42

. 38

. 40

.41

. 31

.53

(.
49

.39

. 32

.37

. 47

. 41

.37

.48 I*

.40

4.52

.48

.44
. 47

.30

.44

. 36

. 51

.42

. 49

.45

.26

. 34

.48

.S2

.23

.36

. 76

. 79

. 76

.79

. 92'

.73

.73

. 62

. 38.

.73

Z9
. 47

67,

. 45

. 38

..68

.68

. 43

. 35

.29

. 63

.51

. 69

.56

. 72

, .72

. 80

. 71,

'.69

.66

.45

. 63

. 66.

..71

.49

,74

. 60

.24

.54,

.46_

.51

.63,

O



Item

6

7

8

9

10

11

1.2

13.

14

/15 '

16
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

-32
33

34

35
36

3,7

38

39.
A

41
42
43

44.

45

:

47

el

7

a

%TABLE 5 : Item Difficulty in Proportion Of Correct
Response for Pout' Reference Groups:
Mathematics Computation Suhtast

; A

. CTBS/6, Level 1,

Norm Sample Study Sample

CTBS -EspaxIol, Level: 1

Norm Sample4 Study Sample

.94

.95

.91

y- .138

. 85

.80.

.89

. 84

.77

. 82

. 73

1.00
.96

..92
.84

.88

.75

.76 .

.88

. 75

.84

. 68

.54,

65.

. 97 ,

. 93

. 91

.87

.85-

. 85

.90 ,

.87 -

4N,

3

.

*83. .

. 72

.88

. 80

.77

.84

.81

. 78

.79

. 70

..., .83

.80

. 68

".65

.75

.56

. 68

.92

. 88

. 76'

. /2

:45

. 83

.48

. 52

0".

. 90

.83 .

.75

.86 I

.85

. 82
...

. 78. (

.69

..82

.78

.89

.92

. 87

.88

:81

. 73

.75

.82

.76

.84

,.73

.69

1.00
,1.00

.92

(.9 .88

,84

.46

-.63

.296

.58

..92

. 71

.85

. 86_ .83

'!.70 .76
..87

433 .88

.

.88

82 .78
.

.80

.63, .38

.65,, .264

.61:v

1.,-.00

- 1.00
1,po
.87

.92
c

.92

.87

.97

.92

.78

.92

A...75

.97

x..84

.89-

-.97

.89
c,

..87.
,

.89

..:67

.95
,

.a6

.70 .38 9

.63: a ... - .. - .1.064 _
''.92 .95 ,.

. 92' 1.00

. 91 .92

,88 .95

. 81 .89
,77 .78 .:

. 80' .78

.85 43p

. 79 .70

. 86.. .92

.75 . .76

. 75- .76

. 87 TEO

.87 '.95

. 76- .84

.87 .k_

.87 .86 *,'

. 86 .86-

.86 .86

. 84 .64'

.81- .84.,

.

.3870.,

. 67 .43 ,

.69 .55.'.
..

, *7-
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TABLE 6 : Item Difficulty 1nProportion.of Correct
Response for our Reference Groups:
Mathematics Conceptst.and Applications Subtest

N

- CTBS/S, Level 1

No2m Sample Study Sample

1 .55 '.:.°: .29 .
1 .,

02 ,,
° .85 .84

3 .90 0 - .88
4 .79. .., .76

;-5 .90 .88
6 ,. .85 .64
7 .88 .60

-8' .71 ,. .56 -4
.90 . :88

1.a. .83 , .80
11 .84. .88
12 .82 ..- .63
13 i .74 .45

) 4

14 .51 .39
..

:15 .3. .43
16 .76 .48
17-, . .78 '.48
18 7 4. .89 :92
19. .74 .35.f .) I20 . .86 - .79

' .
.44- 21 :7. .0

22 .66 . .36
P23 .66 -.17

24 .60 .14 .

25,_ ° 167 : .50 r.
- 26 - .81 .76

27 .80 .54
28 .79 .54
29 ,.67 .17
30 .72 . .57 \
33. .85 .* .59
32 :7.5 .30
33 Q .55 .33
34 .56 .15

.. ,35 .79 .35,
36 . .55 .13 .
37 .79 .50-
38 .72° .43

.71 .: .18 0

o 40 .60 - .47 a

43. .7b .39.:
42 .80 . .. .48 ..cm,

43 .69 .59 1

'44 .63 .46
1

45
e

.70 .35

.65 .17
47 .0 7 .65
48 :63 - -.22

...

49 2 ,, .61' . .: :43 ''
50 .-, - .66 -30r36.41-1

:,.L

CTBS Espanol, Level 1
?,'

Noira Sample Study Sample

-'...

-
.28
.77
.81.
.71;

.24

.89

.89

..84

.,..
.84
.72

.97

.87

.73 .78

.58 .79

.79 .92

.75 .76

.79 .95

.52 .8/'

, .59 ' .53

.48
049 .29e

.58 .71

.66 .73
.78

. .62
.97,

.50
.74 '' - .92

0 .57 .82
.54 .56

.48 ,46

.35 .43

.60 .63

.68

.63 -. .82

.55 .45

. ...,64
.

.55.
.65

.53

.59 .61

.52% .62

.37 .35

.38 .35
s .6,3 .57

4:3.7 .35
.70"
.52

p .63:
.47

.56 4.47

.47 c66 ".(.4

.60 .70
Nap

.n .58

.47 ." .43
° .54 .50
. v .59 .58

.46 .45

.63

.43 .32'

.
.

.60

.7'. °

.76

.41
"2

r`

"r1
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TABLE 7 : Item Difficulty in Proportion of Correct
Response for Four Reference Groups:
Vocabulary Subtest

Item

CTBS S, Level 3 CTBS Espanol, Level 3

NOtm.Samile Study Sample Norm Sample Study Sample

1 .88 .43 .82 .67
2 .77 .43 .62 ..46
3 .80 .43 .70 .38
4 .76' .39 .71 .58
5

6

.85

.79

.52 .

.39 .81

.79

1.00
7 .83 .49 .75
8 .77 .39 .63
9 .79 .61 .71 .92

10 .65 .22 .47 .50
11
12

C
.83

.69

.78,

.39

.67

.73

.75

.88
13 a ry

.72 .35 .57 .75
14

c)/7
-.61 .55 .71

15 .77 .70 .73 .75
16 .71 .65 .87 .92
-17 .61 .22 .58 .96
18 .43 .56 .71

19 66%57 .17 .73 .75
20 .62 .35 .37 .67

21 .67 .30 .44

22 .74 .35 .63

23 .65 .43 .44 .2

24 .61 .35 .43 .58

25 .62 .32 .61 .00

26 .63 :41° .52 54
27, .62 .59 .71

28 . 61 .18

..54

.22 .25

29 .50 .33 .51 .63

30 -.65 .29 .39
a

.21

31 47 .67 .75

32 .158 .52 .67

33 .56 .43 .47 .54

14 .53 .57 -.54 .48

35 .48 .38 ".56 .59

36 .49 .45 .37 .64

3.7 ,48 .42 .36

38 .46 .21 .23

39 .50 .47 .39 .68

40 .49 21 .48 .87



TABLE 8: Item Diffipulty in Proportion of Correct
Response for Four .Reference groups:
Reading Comprehension Subtest

.

Item

CTBS/S, Level 3 CTBS Espanol, Level 3

Norm Sample Study Sample Norm Sample Study Sample

1 .90 :70v .78 .88
2 -.78 .35 .81 .88
3 .71- .22 .59 .75
4 ,69 . .39 .60 .63

c 5 .67 .47 ,°17
. 6, .59. .56 .43

, 7 .75 .23 .57 .50
8 .58 ' .43 .47 .75

9 .53 .13 .34 .50
10 .49 .17 .44 .29
11 .81 .83 .68 .92
12 .63 .48 .53 .65'
13 .68 .13 .46 .63

14, .55 .39 .36 .5o

15 .38 .22 .30 .37

16 .49 .48 .26 .30
17 .80 .39 .59

18 .82 .70 .65 .80

19 .72 :30 .51 .60

20 .68 .35 .53 .77

21 .82 .70 .59 .73

22 .76 .43 .49 .50

23 .69 .43 .48 .47

24 :85 .87 .64 .97

25 .66 .48 .43 .10

26 .74 .61 .46 .72

27 .61 .41 .454

28 .76 .48 .45 .45

29 .67 .26 .41 .45

30 .54 .09 .32 .52

31 .55 .43 .34 .59
32 .76 :61 .46 .72

33 .82 .73 .56 .79

34 .67 .18 .40 .62

35.. .67 .64 .40 .69

36 .61 .23° .44 .43,

37 .67 .55 .46 .50

,46 .36 .38 .64

39 .18 .36, ..52

40 . .48 .14 .26 .19

41. .52 -.14 .41. .46

42 .50 . .23 .27 .44

43 .53 .36 .26 .26.

44, .38 .21 .3i

45 .48 . .23, .27 .27



TABLE 9: -Item Difficulty in-Proportion of Correct
Response for Four Reference Groups:.
Mathematics Computation.SUbt. t

1
CTBS/S, Level 3 CTBS Espanol, Level 3

Norm Sample Study Sample'

.1
.88

2,

3 .59
444 .:59

5 .64

'6 .63

7 .73

8 .68

9 .65

18 .68

11
1
57

12 .70

13 .82

14 .63

15 .65

16 .721 .53

18 .48

19 .47

20 .67

21 .55

22' .74

23 .81

24 .67

25 .74

28 .81

29 .64

30 e .64

31 .62

32 .62

33 .69

34 .70

35 .58

36 .69

37 .69

38 .54

39 .52

40
41 .52

42 .65

43 .50
44 .50

45 .67

46 .47

:40

48 .52,

b

.B7

.65:

.41

.18

.57

.78

.87.

.43

.57

.52

.70

.91

.30

.43

.91

.17

.26

.17

.73

06
.83

.87

.61

.83

.68.

.83'
:91

.52

\30
\23

.73

.62

.63

.90

.90

.42

.56

.47

.35

.41

.76

.59

.24

'41:1

.;77.q1"-"-

Norm Sample 4 Study Sample

3

.89 .93

.69 .60

.55 .30

.54 .30

.51 .40

.56 .40'

.73 .60

.72 .70

.55 .47

.67 .47

.61 ' .43

.73 .67

.80 .87

.52 .40

.62 .53

.71 .63

.46 3d
1

.45 23

.40 .13

.66

.56 .52;

.74 .73;

.80 .80

.65 4 .57

.78 ' .73

.64 , .69

.66

.78 .83

.61 .47,

.59- .30/
-------

,

.56 7--- -

.66 .73

.72 .10

.52 .60

.59 .67

.59 .67

.48
rl

.31.

.51 .43

.57 0

.48

.56 .77

.44 .33

.45
7

.36

.59

.47

.34 .

.48

.79

.25

.39
,70

.46



TABLE 10: Item Difficulty in Proportion of Correct
`Response for` Four ,Reference Groups:

'Mathematics Concepts and ApplicatiOns Subtest
Z

4

,,,

sf

,f,

'.

,

-

.

0,..,'

.

, .

...

Item
. i .

1

2

3

A
5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15'

16
17
18
19
20
121
22
23

24

25
26

27
28
29

,30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
, .

42
43

q:44

45
46.
47

- ail
49

.

.

,

-

,

.44

CTBS/S, Level 3
.

CTBS Ebpahol, Level 3
. .

.

.

.

I
,

.

.

....,:

.

.

.

Norm Sample
.

Study Sample Norm Sample Study Sample

.

:

.

'r

-

.

.

.84

.55

.82

..60

.37

.67

.63

.76

.51

.58

.64

.69

.65

.39

.70

.67

.73

.67

.65

.59

.62

.74

.62

'.54

.60

.76

.77.

.84

.65

.66

.84

.49

.57

.47

.62

.68

:51

.62

.66

.63

.65

..48

161'.

.81-

.70

%.59

'':,7:
.64

...SO',

,

'

.

.. ''

.

..

..

-,..

4.

,

,

.95

.27

%64
.50.-.

.45'

.43

.25,

.71

.27

°.45
.36

.71

.67

.30

.33

,43

.67

.33

.48

, .38

.52

.05

.73,

.33

.33

: .62

.82,

.62

.90

.52

.33

.90

, .30

.29

.10

.50

.62.

'.32

.11

..32

.30,

.58,

:.21

.68

.83

.41

-.22--

-.41
.56

1

.

.

.

.

'

-,40-:

.87

.44
, .77

.49

.40

.56

.59

' .64

'.41
.47

.60

. .64

,..57

.40

.55

.44

- 6q.k
.497'

.47

.51

.38

,.56

.62

.48.

- - .44

.68

' .69

.75

.88

.59

.61

.80

0).39
.47

.36

.63

t '4 .67

.51

.63

.60

.65
l'i.' v-

'r:',444 4 9.,67

''0:' .35

.62

.73

.60

.55

.60_

.60
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'

6

'-''

.

.

1

-.1

,

%

.

0

.73

.23

.73

.40,

.23

.47

.27

.50
..

.43

.43

.40

.57

.47.

.27

.41

" .47
.57

..''

.3

.7

.45

..50
. ,

.73

.28
, .33

. .57

.63

. .50

\ .60
. ,

:23
\.25

- .77

/ .34
. ,.21

-.10
.63

.50

, .47

.50
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, .40
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. .14
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language sample. This st ulated our, curiosity and led us to
examine,these difficult temsmore carefully in an.attempt to
generate hypotheses abo why these items would be harder.for
a Spanish-speaking group than for an English-speaking group.

. This analysis will be presented later in this section of the a

. report.

Consider now the relative performance of the CTBS Espanol
norming sample vis a vis both the CTBS/S norming sample and
the CTBS EspanoraUay sample. This comparison is of interest
since the CTBS Espanol norming sample was rated as bilingual-
lbiliterate. Examination of Tables 3-10 reveals that the Span-
ish language test was considerably easier for the LEP sample

. than it was for the bilingual-biliterate sample. This dif-
ferenge, though present in all subtests, was most pronounced
on the vodabulry and reading comprehension subtests. This
'Pointed to the fact that the LEP group was considerably more
proficient in,the Spanish language than was the bilingual-
biliterate group. Needles's to say, given that the bilingual-
IliIierate subjects found the CTBS Espanol to be more,diffi-
Ibult than the LEP group found_it, the item by item comparison %

of the performance of the bilingual-biliterate group on the
`CTBS Espanol with the performance of the norming group on-the
CTBS/S favore the latter.' In other words, the bilingual-
biliterat R was less proficient in Spanish than was the
CTBS/S norming group in English. We have no information on
the performance of the bilingual-biliterate norming group on .

the4CTBS/S.

Consider now the relative perfOrmanceof one LEP group'
on thee CTBS /S and the performance of tching LEP group
on the CTBS Espanol (iee,Tables 3-10, col

a
s_2 and 4).

Examination of the Tables reveals tha or LEP studehts, the
Spanigh version of the test was c 'derably easier ,than the
English version. This was expected. The importance of this
Study lies riot in "finding" this difference but rather in
.documenting its4.magnitude in each of the' subtests separately.
and in:identifying specific features of the test materials
and procedures thatumight enable us to suggest ways to, im-

:,prove, estimates of ichieliement.in LEP students.
.

'/
, gpr purposes of illustrating themagnitude.of differences
on the various 'subtests within: levels, Tables 3-10 were inter-'

.!Prited in the formbf frequency polygons. These are pre-
'.sented.in Figures 1-6. Figures 1 and.5 show that, the CTBS
ESPanol Vocabulary subtedts were considerably'easier than
were the.CTBS/S Vocabulary subtests. "Figures 2 and 6 re=
flect a similar reiation,for the Reading CoMprehensiCn sub-
tests. Figires 3 and- 7.reflect no noticeable difference in

)difficulty for the Mathematics Computation subtestg. 'This
,presumably reflects.the-fact that language (Spanish and.
:Engrish)::hat no effect on performance. .Figures 4 and. 8 re-
veal thatther6 probably-4ere.aifferences in difficulty for '

Leveri-Of.tpe test` but not fa Level 3 for the .Mathematics
Concepts and Applicationsubteste4 Tests of these..differ-

.

encesmillkbe presented later. ' .

O 0

4
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To this 'point, we have established that:

, 1. ''the CTBS/S is easier for English -
ddminant students than is'the CTBS
Espanol for Spanish - dominant students

2. the CTBS Espanol is'easier for Span-
ish dominant-students than it is for
bilingual-biliterate'Students

3:-the CTBS/S is easier for English-
dominant students.than iithe CTBS.
Espanol for bilihgualrbiliteiate.
students.

4. the CTBS Espanol is easier for Spanish-
. dominant students' than is the CTBS/S.

This is more clearly the case. for. the
vocabulary and reading'comprehension
subtests than it is for the mathema-
tics computation and concepts.and
applications subtests. There may even.
be a difference in difficulty in the.
latter two subtests with mathematics
computation being oasier than mathe-
matics concepts and applications.

The preceding anglysis makes-clear that LES students
encounter significant difficulties with the CTBS/S and, in
some cases, even with the CTBS Espanol. We may now.present%
the results of an inquiry into the specific nature of those
difficulties. In the conduct of the inquiry, Spanish/English-
item pairs were grouped according to their levels of.relative
'difficulty. The item pairs of greatest interest were (1,)

those ,in which both members of the pair were easy (> .71>k),
(2) those in which'both members of the pair were difficult
(4 .30), and (3) those in which the Spanish member of the
pair was easier than, the English member (difference,- .10).'
Having identified the relevant subsets of item pairs, the
frequency of respohse to each,of the response options was
examined.' These frequencies are presented as proportion of
frequency-in Tables 11-18. 'The,inquiry led to a number of .

generalizations about response tendencies..

First, items in either language tehded to be easy or
hard as a function of thefrequency with which the key words
are used in the respectivelanguages. Thus in the vocabulary
tubtett where items have the form:

Given: a two to three ,word phrase where
one of the words is underlined plus four
single-word response options

Required: 'select the response option
that means.the same as or nearly the same
as thew. underlined. word.

or
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TABLE lb Proportion of All Responses to Each
Response Option. on the Level One
Vocabulary Subtest

English Spanish

Item 1 2 3 . 4 1 2 3. 4'

1 .04 .71* .08 .17 .05 .95* .00 .00
2 .23 .32, .09 .36* .od .00 .03 .97*
3 .57* -.10 .00 .33 .90* .03 .03 , .05
4 .17 .50* .13 .21 .21 .46* .13 .21
5 .60* .12 .16 -12 .62* .08 .16 .14
6 7.111- .50* .23 .09 .08 .78* .03 .11
7 .39 .13 .22* .26 .23 .10 .26* .41
8 %09 .50* .32 .05 .14 .57* .14. .16
9 .17 .67* .04 .13 .00 .82* .05- .13

10 .17. .04. .17 - .63* .15. .13 .54*
11 ..48* .13 .19 '.30 .16* .26 .11 .47
12. .40 .12. .04 .44 * .21 .05 .03 .71*
13 .00 .39* .30 13 .79* .18 .00
14 .29 .50* .08 .13 . 6 .55* .05 .13
15 .04 .13 .22 .61* A .03 ,05 .87*
16 .21 .13 .50* .17 .05 .08 .85* .03
17 .04 .08 .08 .80* .00 .03 .13 .85*
18 .09. .18 -59* .14 .16 .08 .62* .14
19 .29 .42* .17- .13 :08 .74* .11 .08
.20 .40 .24 .04 .32* .26 .03 .00 .172*.

21 .11 .04 .43 .39* .00 .08 .05 .87*
22 .13 .17* .63 .08 .05 .*64* .18 .13
23 .25 .13 .29* .33 .26 .05 .18* .50
24 .21 .54 .08 -17 .18 .77* .05 .00
25, .09 .39 .26 .26* .03 .15 .05 .77*
26 .43* .13 .04 76* .16 .05
27 .45 .32* .09 .16 .66* .13 .05
28 .27 .41 1 .14 .03 .26 .66* .05.
29 .16 .10 :S3 .03 .11- .54*
30 .14 * .18 .62 .18* ,15
-31 :14 . 5 .50* .02 .05 .05 .82*
32 .33 .29 .45 .33* .46 .00 .10 .44*
33 .25 .35 .20* .20 .21 .28 .13* 638
34 .14 . ..29 .33* .24 .11 .08 .59* .22
35 .24 .33 .00* .24 ..16 .45* .16
.36 .36* . ,23 .14 .76* .08 .03 .14
37 .15* .48 .19 .14 .49* .14 .11 .26
38 .36 .27* .17 .54 .14 .14*
39 :52 ..24 :24* .00 .17 .28 .42* .14
40 .05 .43 .14 .38* .20 .11 .14 .54*

*Indicates correct answer
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TABLE 12: Proportion of All Responses to Each
Response Option on the Level'One
Reading Comprehension Subtest

e

.Item

'"

1

00

English Spanish

1 2 , 3- 4 1 2 3' ,- 4 0,i

.16 .08 .20 .56* .06-
4,
.:° .16 7.6*

2 .52* .13 .04 ,30 .79* .08
s 3 :32 .20 .16 :32*. .08 .01)

:13

.76s.-e
4 .32 .44* .12 .12 .18' .79* .00 .03.

.08 .12 .16 .64* .00
6 .20 .72* :04 .04 44 - .73* .05 .08
7 .13 .17 .13 .58* .19 .08 .73*
8 .13 .79* .04 .04 .32 .62* '4.03-- .03

9 .18 .36 .18* .27 -.11 .27 p.3d*. .24
10 .00 ,33* .21 .46 .qo ,73* .11 .16

-
11 .13* .45,* .Q8 .251. --41* .05 .34
12 .21 .46* .4 .47* .34
13 .26 .22 :17 . .35* .06 ,08 .119 .67*
14 ..29* .17 .25 ;29 .45* ' .34 .03 , .18

15 .29 .13 .42 .17* . .54 .38* .
16 .22 .09 .65* .04* .13 .05 .68*. .13

17 .21 .25* .54 .00 .16 .6,* .16 t.00
18 .36 .18* .36 $.27. .43* - .22 .08

19 .09 .30 .35 .26* .11 .30 .24 .35*
20 .13* .22 .30 .35 .29* .05 ,21 .45 4`

21 .36* .08 .S6 .20 .63* .18 .98 .11
22 .17 .21 .21 .42* .14 23 .11 .51*
23 .08 .13 .38* .42 .03 .06 'gl* .22
24 .08. .42* .33 .17 ,08 .64* .08 .19
25 .21* .21 .42 .17 :56* .08 .17 .19
26

),

.20 .40*. .36 .04 .11 .72*

27 .00 .56* .20 .00 .72* .14 .14
28 .04 .52* .44 .00 .00 .80* .2o

29 , .12 .12 , .40 .36* .11 .06 .11 .71*

.30 .29* .25 .33 .13 .69* .20 .03 1-^.09

31 .16 .2a .08 .48*: :09 .20 .06 .66*
32 .20 ,.28* .44 08 .00 .45* .42 .12
33 .08 .17 .25 .50*" .03 .23 .11 .63*
34 .04 .67* .17 .13 .036 .66* .11 .2O
35 .04 .38 .38* .21 , .03 .20 .71* .06
36 .17 .17 .09 .5716 .23 .17 ..11 .49*
37 _ .04 .71* ,08 .03 .06 .74* .17.

38 .09 .39* .35 .17 .17 .60* .11.' .11

39 .29* .21 .21 .29 .24* .44 .18 .18

40 ,.17* .17 .22 .43 .54* .14 .23 .09

41 .04 .13 .74* .09 .06 .12 .73* .09

42 .12 .28 ,28 .32* .26 .17 .11 .46*

43 - .13 .33 ,21 .3a* .14 .26 .09 .51*

44 ,13 417 .22 .48* .29 .18 .29 .24*

45 .26 .26 .09 .39* .06

,

.

.4,Itigcatescb=0.0t,,,OT,*
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TABLE 13: Propottion of All Response to Each
Response Option 'on ihe Level One
Mathematics Commutation Subtest

English

2 3

.00

.04

.00

.16

1.00*
.96:
.92*
.Qo

.00

.00

.00
.00

.08 .88* .00

.00 .21 .751,

.04 .12 .08

.04 .04
.
.88k' .

..04 .13 ,75*

.04 :04 .83*

.68* .20 .00.

.00 .08 .38

.08 " .75* .13

.56* .00 48

.00 .32 .00

.00 .08 .92*

.08 .88* .04.

.12 .76* .08

.04 .72* N. 12

.27 .05 .23

:00 .04 .96*

.17 .00 .83*

.13 .417 .22

.00 :17 .524

.00 '1.00* .00 -,

.00 . 1.00* .00

.92* .08 .00 .

.18 .00 .88*

.00 .08 .08

.46* .04 .08
.

.04 .25 .63* .

.00 .04 .96*

.17 .58* .08

,08-
.

.00 .92*

.04

.04

.21

.08 _.,

.04.9

.25_

.00 .00 . .92*

.08 .00 .83*

.24 .76* .00

.92* .00 '.04. -

.08 .88* .04'

.88* .00 .00

.88* .04 , .04 r

.bp' .78* .04. '

.83_ .00 . . .08

.13 .17 .33

.26* .17 -.22

.13 .42 *. .25

correct answer -47-

4

.00
,00
.00
:84*
.04
.04
.76*

.04

.08

.08

.12

.54*

.04

.16

A,68*

.00

.00

.b4

1*44.4'

.00

.00

.48*-

.30

.00

.00

.00

°.04
.83*

.42

.08

.00

.17

.00

.71*

.63*

.08

.08

.00

.04

.00

.12

.04

.17

.08

.38*
.35

.21

Spanish

1 3 4

.00 1.00* .00' .00

.00 1.00* .00 .00

.00 *1400* .00 00

.11 .00 ,87*

.08 .92* .00 .00

.08 .92* .00

,.00 .13 .00 .87*

.00 .03 197* .00

.63 .00 .92* .05

.14 .18 .78* .00

.92* .03 .03 .03

.06 .06 .14 .75*

.03 c' .97* ' .00e .00

.84* .11 .95

.00 .11 .00 .89*

.00 .00 .97* .03

.05 .0* .00. .05

.03 . .87* .05 .05

.03 .89* .00

.11 .08 .67*.

..00 .03 .95* .03

.18 .03 .76* .03

.05 .11 .16 .68*

.08 .17 .64* .11

N05 .95* .00 .00

.00 1.00* .00 .00

.'?2* .08 .00
. .05 .00 ,.95* .00

.03 ,08 .00 .89*

.78* .05 .00 .16

.03 .14 .7a* .05

.03 .08 .89* .00

.16 .70* .03 .11

.08 .00 .92* .00

.05 .16' .03 .76*

.08 .05 .11 .76*

.00' .03 .89* .08

.03 .00 1.95* .03. .

.16 .84* .00 .00

.92* .03 .00 .05

.05 .86* .05 .03

86* .03 .00 .10

.864 .08 .00 .05

.00 .84* '.08 .08

.84* .05. .08 .03

.14 .22 .I7 .38*

.43* .14 .08 .35

.55*. '.18 .16

'110 61.
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Item

1.

.2

3

4

5

6

7

. 8

9

10

11

12

13

14
0 15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

, 31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

$

TABLE 3.4: Proportion of all Responses to Each
Response Option on the Level One
Mathenatics.Concepts and Applications Subtest

1

English
-

%Iv

2

.29* .24

.04 .12

.00 .00

.16 .00

.08 .88*

.16 .64*

.60* .20

.56*- .24

.00 .04

.04 .12

.00 .88

.63* .08-

.18 .45*

.13 .04.

.13 -.09

.16 .48*

.16 .12

.04° .04,

:09 .35*

.0(0 .79*

.00 .44*

.24 .12

.17* .21

.14* .33

.25 .50*

.12 .12

.54* .17

.54* .08'

.08 .17*

,.22

.05 .36

t'
30* .30

.38 .00

.50 .15*

.05 .35

.26 _22

.00 .41

.43* .22

.09 .18*

.26 .47*

.39* .43

.04 .48*

.05 .59*

.08 . .46*

09 .43

.35 .17*

;13 .65*

.43 :35

'.38. .43*

42*

tk,'corkect,a

3
p

Spanish

.2 3 . 4

Wt.

.24 .24

.00 .84*

. 88* .13

.76* .08

.00 .04

. 08 .12

.16 .04

.08-- .12

.88* ° .08

. 80 .04

.12 .00

,08 .21

.05 .32

_43 .39*

.43* .35

. 32 .04

.48* .24

.00 .92*

.17 .39

.17 .04

.40 .16

.36* .28

. 25 .38

. 33 .19

. 17 .Q8

.76* .00

. 08 .21

.29 .08

. 67 .08

.04 .17

:59* .00

.09 .30

.33* .29

. 15 .20

.20 .40

. 13* .39

. 50* .09

.09 .261

.55' .18

.16 .11

.1 .00

.39 .09'
.23

.17 .29

. 35* .13.

.13

,09

.22* .00'

.14 .05

.13 -21

.24* .50 .22 .24.

.08 .03 .00 .89*

.08 .00 .89* .03

.11 .05 .84* .00

.00- .97* .03 .0.0

.05 .87* .d3 ..05

.78* .11 .03 .08.
079*

.03 .05 .13

.03 .05 .92* .00

.11 .11 .76* .03

.00 .95 .05 :00

.81 .05 .08

.08 .53* .00 :39

..11 .03 . .47., ..39*

.08 .,05 .29* .58

.00 .71* .24 .05

.03 .24 .73* .00

.00 .00 .03 .97*

.00 .50* .13 .29

.00 .92* .03 .06

.00 .82* .16 :03

k.08 .06 .56* .314

.46* .24 .08 .22

.43* .14 , .26 .17

.11 .63* .05 .21

.15 .15 .76*. , .13

.82* .03 .05 .11

.45* .08 .45 *.03

.11 .65* .14 .11

.18 . .53* .11 .18

.13 .26 .61* .11

.62* .14 .14 .11

.38 .11, .35* .16

.51 0., .35* .06 .05

.06 .57* .20 .17

.05 .32 .5* .27.

.05 , .16 .63* .16

.47* .19 .06 .28

.08 .47* .25 .19

.06 .65* .24" .06

.70* .03 .16 .11

.05 . .58* .21 .16

.16 .43* .19 .22

.08 .50* .24 .18

.11 .03 .58* ..28

.26 45 *. .03 .26

.18 6;4- .63* .11
_

.08

.27 .38 .32* .03

.14 .76* .03 .08

.41*- ,24 .19 .16



TABT.r. 15: Proportion of All Responsed to Each
Response e)ption7on the Level Three
Vocabulary Subtest

Item

English Spanish

1 2 3 4 2 3 4

1 .43* , .17 .04 %35 .67'* .13 %00 .21

2 -,. .35 .43* .09 .13 .29 , .46* .08 .17

3 ' .26 :43* .26 .04 -.2 .38* .33 .04

4 .39* .22 .13 .26 ,

A

.58* .08 .04 .29

5 .26 .13 .52! .09 .13 .08 .79* .00

. 6 .26 .39* .22 . .00 1.00* .00 .00

.2Z .17 .39 .2C2* .13 .00 .13 .75*

8 .26 .30* .13 .13 .63* .04 .21

9 .13 .61* ,04 .2 ,.04,' .92* .60 .04

10 .30 k. .43 `04, .22*. .13 - -33. .04 .50*

11 .13 \ .78* .09 .00 .08 .75* .13 .04

`12 .13 .13 .35 .39*' .04 .04 .04

13 .35 .22 .35* .09 .13 .04 .75* fig**

14 "1. .04 . .30 .61* .04 .21 . .08 .71* .00

15 .80* .04 .04 .22 .75* .13 .04 .08

16
7

.04

.22*

.17

.43

.13

.09

.65*

.26.

.00

.96*

.08

.00 .°A

.92*

.04

18 :30 .00 .43! .26 .96* .06 .00 .04

19 .65 .09 .09 .17* .17 .08 .00 _ .75*

20 .13 . .43 .35* .09 .08 .17 .67* .08

21 .30* .26 .43 .00 .63* .17 .17 .04

22 .35 .26. .09 .30 .88* .08 '.04 .00

23 .30 .17 .43* .09 .38 42 .21 .00

24 .3* .35 .26 .04 '.58* .29 .13 .00

25 .27 .18 .32* .23 .17 .79, .00* .04

26 .32 .14 .14 .41* .33 .13 .00 .54*

27 .59* .0 .14 .18 .71* .17 .08 .04.

2e ,32 .18 .23 .27 .42 .25* .13 .21

29
0-

.14 .14 .38 .33* .04 .08 .25 .63

30 - .62 .10 .29* .00
.

.50 ' .17 .21 .13

31 .14 .67* .14' .L .7* .04 CIS

32.. _ -15 .33 .38* .24 .08 .08- .0* .17

33... .387 .10 .10. .43 .29 .13 .04 .54*

134 .56* .10 .24 .10 .48* .04 .22. .26

35 .14 .38 .10 .38 .09 .32 .00 .59

36 , .25 .10 20 .45 .14 .09 .14 . .64

37 .11 .42* .37 .11 .14 :36* .41 .09

38 .16 .37 .26 .21* .23 .27 .14 ..36*

39. .47* .21 .05 .26 .68*, .18 .09 .05

40 .32 .21* .32 ...16 .04 .87*.' .00 .09

*indicates correct answer



TABLE 16: Proportion o All Responses to Each
Response Option on the Level Three
Reading Comprehension Subtest

=

Item

English Spanish 1

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 .70* .13 -.09 .09 .86!e .13 .00

2 .22 .26 .35* .17 .04 .04 .88* .04

3 .35 .22- .22* .22 .04 .13 .75* .

.4 .39 .39* .17 .04 .08 .63* .17 .11
5 .22 .39 .39* .00 .54 .29 .17* .00

6 Ipo .14 .59* .27 .04 .04 .43* .48

7 .18 .18 .23* .41 .13 .08 .50* .29.

8 .35 .17 .35 413* .13 .21 .17 .50*
9 .35 .17 .35 .13* .13 .21. .17 .50*

10 .17* .26 .13 .43 .29* .08 .54

11 .04 .83* .04 .09 .04 .92* .00 .04

12 .22 .48* .13. .17 .04 l .65* .13 .17

13 .52 .17 .17 .13* .08 .04 .25 .63*

14 .39* .26 ..22 .13 .50* .08 .08 .33

15 .13 .13 .52 .22* .13 .27 .37*

16 .09 .35 .48* .09 .23 .23 .30* ..23

17 .43 .39* .00 .17 .17- .63* .17 .03'
18 .26 .70*. .30 .00 .07 .73* .17 .03

19 .30 .22 .17 .30* .13 .13 .13 .60*

20 .09 .52 .35* .04 .00 .10 .77* .13

21 .o0 .70* .30 '.00 -.07 .73* .17 .03.

22 .30 .09 ..17 .43* .20 ,17 .13 .50*

23 .43* .04 .13 .39 .47* ,07 .47 .00

24 .09 .87* .00 .04 .03 .00 .00

25 .22 g17 .13 .48* .21 .31 .38 .10*

26 .22 .09 .09 .61* ".07 .17 .03 .72*

27 .09 .17 .13 .61* .28 .14 .45*.

28 .13 .22 .48* .17 .28 .10 .45* .17

29 .26* .43 .22 .09 .24 .21 .10

30 .09* .39 .17 .35
.P45*
.52* .07 .14 .28

31 .00 .22 .35 ,43* .07 .10 .24 .59*

32' .17 . .09 .13. .61* ,03 .14 .10 .72*

_33- .73* .23 .00 .05 .79* ,10 .10 .00

34 .36 .18 .27 .18* .17 :17 .03 .62*

35 .09 .05 .23 .64* .17 .07 ' .07 .69*

36 .18 .23* .45 .14 .25 .43* .21 .11

437 .00 .55* .36 .09 ° .04 .50* ,36 .11

38 .18 .36* .09 .36 .11 .64* .18 ,07

39 .50 .23 .09 .18* .19 .19 .11 .52*

40 .,14* :45. .14 .27 '.19* .37 .17 . .26

41 .23 .14* .55 409 .04 :46* .08 .42

42 .23* .36 .05 P.36 .44* .11 .22 .22

. 43 .27 .27 .09 .36* .41 .22 .26*

44 .18* .1 .32 .18 .31* .179. .19

45 .36 .27 .14 .23* .21 .18* .32 r-.27*

-*Indicates- cbrrect,answer

L.- 1-



TABLE 17: Bropoirtion of All RespOnses to Each
Response Option-on the Level Three

-Mathematics Computation Subtest

Item

English Spanish

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 .87* .04 .09 .00 .93* .00 .00 .07
2 .26 .09' .00 .65* .10 .27 .03 .60*
3 .41* .23 .32 .05 .30* .17 .40 .13
4 .09 .41 .18* .32 .10 .23 .30* .37

5 .17 .39 .43* .00 .10 .27 .40* .23
6- .04 .13 .57* .47 .03 .10 .40*
7 .17 .78* .04 .00 .20 .60* .17 .03

8 .13 .87* ,00 .00 .20 .70* .07 .03

9 .09 .39 .43* .09 .20 .13 .47* .20
10 .26 ,57* .09 .09 .27 .47* .20 0- .07

11 .17 .09 .22 .52* .17 .27 .13 .43*
12 .70* .09 .13 .09 .67* .17 .10 .07

13 .04 .91* .04 .00 .07 .87* .03 :03

14 .17 .30* .30 .22 .10 .40* .27 .23

15 .43* .36 .22 .04 .07 .07 .63* :23

16 .00 .04 .91* .04 .07 .07 .63* .23

17 .26 .43 .17* .13 .17 .53 .30* .00

18 .26* .35 .26 .10 .23* .37 .30,

19 .09 .17* .74 .00 .03 413* .80 .03

20 .05 .09. .73* .11 .07 .10- .73*

21 .09 .36 .18 .36* .21 .17 .10 .52*
22 .00 .83* .13 .04 .00 .73* .104' .17

23 .04 .00 .87* .09 .03 .07 .80*4 .10

24 .61* .04 .30 .04 .57* .13 .20 .10

25 .04 .09.' .04 .83* .03 .20 .03 .73*
26 .05 .18 .09 .68* .03 .17 .10 .69*

27 .09 .83* .00 .09 .10 .70* .10 .10

28 .91* .09 .00 .00 .83* .10 .07 .00.

29 .52* .22 .22 .04 ,47* .30 .23 .00

30 .04 .30 .61 .04 .07 .30* .43 .20

31 .23*
I

.00 .27 .50- .27* .03 .40 .30

32 .26* .52 .09 .30* .27 .40 ,03

33 .05 .09 .73* .14 .07 .07 .73* .13

34 .05 .19 .14 .62* .07, .10 .13- .70*
35 .21 .63* .11 .05 .07 .60* :30 .03

36 .11 .00 .16 .74* .10 .03 -.so*

37 .05 .90* .00 .05 .10 .67* .03 .20

38 .11 .11 .42* .37 .03 .14 .31* .52

39 .00, .17 .28 .56* .07 .18 .32 .43*

40 .14k, .28 .00 .560 .17 .17 .17 .50*

041 .11 .32 .11 .47* .10 .60 ..07 r .23*

42 .12 .00 .76* .12 .10 .10 .77* .03

43 .18, .18 .35* .20 .40 .07 .33*

44 .41* .29 .06 .24 .36* .14 .18 .32

45 .12 .76* .12 .00 .04' .79* .07 .11

46 :5A* .12 .24 .06 .25* .18 .50 .07

47 .24 ° .35 .24. .39* .25 _.14 .21

48' ,00 .69* .06 .25. .07 .70*, .i5 .07

landiqates::.Carrect anoyetr-,_.
)0



Item

1

\Aw 2

3

4

5 ,

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26.

27

28

-29

30

31

32

33
34

3.5

36

37

38

39

'46

41

42

43

44

.45

46

47

481-.

50

TABLE 18: Proportion of All Responses to Each
Response Option on the,Ldvel Three,.
Mathematics Concepts and Applications SuOtest

English Spanish

1 2 3. 3

1p.05
.05

.00

..00

. 45*

. .38

.40

. 71*

.27*

.45*

.36*

.14

. 67*

. 30*

.14

.19

.67*

. 10

.05

.14 ,

.14

. 14

. 14

. 43

. 05

.82*

.10

.05

.

.33*

.90*

.35

, .48

.10 4

.25

.62*

.05

. 05

. 11

. 35

. 16

.42

. 11

.06

. 06

.11
.00

as,

. 95*

.27*

. 09

.41.

. 18,

..14

.30

.00

.23

. 18

.27

. 05

. 05

. 15

.38

.14

. 10

.33*

.33

. 33

.52*

.38

.73*

.24

.10

:14

.00

.29

. 90*

. 52*

. 24

. 10

.30*

.14

.29

.10

.05

.32*

.79

.32*

. 20

.11

.32

.68*

-.83*

.22

.41

.56*

.391f

. 00

.32 !

. 27

.09

.27

.43*

.25*

.14

.09

.09

. 27

.71*

.14,

.30

. 33*

. 43*

.19

.52

Fr4
.38*

4.19

.43

. 05

.33*

. 33*

:19.

.62*

. 05

.24

. 33

.00

.25

.29*

.10*

.15

. 24

. 16

. 05

.26

...15.

'.58*

.21*

:21

.06

.18

.22*

.41*

.06

I
.00

. 36

.64*

. 50*

. 09

.05

. 05'

.14

.41

. 27

. 09

.10

. 14

. 25

. 14.

.24

.05

. 05

.48*

.14

.29

.05*

,.09

.29

.14

..62*,

.05

.00

.00

.14

.10

. 00

. 10,

. 52 ,

.10'

.47

.11*

.32

.30*

'.16

,05

.00

.06-

.41*

.44

.18

.17

.03

.20

.03

. 03

.2'3*

. 40

. 50*.

.43*

.43*

.40*

.10

.47*'

.27*

.17

.23

.57*

. 33

.0

. 21

.17

. 20

.24

. 40

.13

. 63*

.27

.07*

. 23*

. 25

.77*

.45

.59
.07

. 20

.,50*

a10

.00

.03

.3

.04

. 34

-00

.10

. 10 ,

.13

. 73*

. 23

.17

.26

.27

.27

. 07

.17
4

.17"

%03
.17

.10

.17

. 31

.10

,.30

.40 *

.20

,M.4 5*

.23

I .73*

. 31'

. 13

. 10'

.03

. 17

.10

.33

..07

.37

.40

. 27*

27*
.37

.279

.27

. 23

.57*

. 23

.37

41*
AP*
. 07

.40

13
.700N
.14

V.10

.02

. 28 *

. 33*

.20 /

.2K

.50*

. 60 ',7

. 23 .i7

.1,4. .43

.13

:34*

.73.6

. 40

.10'

.47*

.43

. 57*

.17

.28

.45*

.70*.

.I4r

. 14

. 43 ,

.41*-

:.30*

. 03

.10

.10

.10

:10

.07

.23

.20

. 64 *

.14*

.14

.13

.38,*

..37*

. 17

.27

.13

.23

,.73*

. 40*

. 10

. 07.

.07

. 13

:13

'.18 --

.17

. 20,

.10

.20
v

.07

.13

. 33

.07

.21

. 50*

.0

. 13

.57*

. 07

. 07

. 07

. 27

-.18

.07

. 10

.10

.43

4i.63*

. 30

.33

. 50*

.17.

.46*

. 21

. Q0

.0/

. 6 2*

. 38

.10

.24

.10



students-found.it eady'to.matqh, for examipler casa to residen-
cia and houseto residence.

This particular example also ppints,up another. feature
of several Of the easiest items, namely', the predence of
cognates. Examples of such pairs in the vocabulary-subtest
(item difficulties in-parentheses)fare:

1. equivalent /equal °

eqqiyalente/iguales. '(.75)

2. SffirMitive/positive
afirmativdApositivo,

.(.67)
(.75).

e't
$

Such items were not. always easy. Sometimes they fell in a,
mid-range of AffiCultyc. Wheneverl,,this happened, the level
of difficulty vas about the sale for-each language. Examples
are: f

1. dialogue/converdation '
diSiogd/OonversaciOn (.54)

2: confirmed/verified .1 . (.43Y
confirmada/vqrificada (.54)

,-.----.2grim-mas,t cases 4 cognte paire,the Spanish language itelOwas
. .

. somewhai'edier-than the Englisfi languag 'tem. 4,._ .

I
.

.The items discussed abo've may be referred to as "pure"
cognate pairs since both stimuli and responses are cognates.

I
There were also examples of "partial" cognate pairs where
only the stimuli were cognates. Examples of this type are:

e

1. conclusion/end- (.43)
concludidn/fin ,

. .

2. terror/fear ::::)).
terror/espanto (-.-n1 ,

Partial 6ognate-pairs tended to be mode or, less difficulty as
a'function of the frequency of the English response word.
Thus.while the first pair above was about equally difficult
(.43/.46) the second pair was not (.52/.79). Occasionally,
the difficulty levels of such item pairs was greatly dis-, -

grepamt as in the case of:
.

. .

$
negotiated/bargained (.ft)

I 74
negociaron/comerciaron

°
, .

G87),
.

.

. In those item pairs where° cognates.were.present there -

was a tendency for English and Spanish item scores to be "*

IL , approximately equal. .Since the total testscores for the
-vocakularysubtedt were not equarelderefeinterested.in .1

'P , ,conducting an error analysis onthose items where the discrep-
ancy between English and Spanish item scores was larger. The

I.



approach. was first to identify the relevant English language
items, then to examine the frequency of response toi- each of
the distractors.

a

Two m4jor pattern of wrong response-occurred. In the
case that a student di

an
know the right answer and there

wereno clues to sue an answer, responses tended to be ran-
dom, giving a typical.response-proportion of close to .25
forach,option: There were cases, however,/where the stu-
dents s went far one of the distractors in a strong way. In
most of these case's, the. option chosen bore a.strong physical;
resemblance to the underlined stimulus,word. Examples of
such pairs are (proportion of response in' parentheses):

. 1. conclusion /comparison (.35)

2. adequate/adusted (.43)

3'. data /dates, ( 35)

4. incident/accident (.26)

-5. environment/investment (.39)

6. . installment/implement (:38)

7. legitimate/legible (.37)
a s

8. negotiated/negated .(.32)

-

That. students were paying attention to physical similarity
between stimulus words and distract s is attested by the
fact that kandom patterns of response occurred only on items
where no distractor bore a physical're mblanoe to the Stimu-
lus word.

It may be useful, here to comment on response tendencies
on those items where the creation of a test by translation
resulted in some awkward translations.. Such items sometimes
.caused peobleps for those subjects who took the CTBS Espanol.
-At other times, they.capsed notouble. Examples of the
latter are:

1. Personalidad magnetica (458)
..atractiva

2. charla tranquilizadora (1.00.
calmante ,

.3. reacciOn entUsiasta (.63)
'ansiosa

Examples of, the former are:.

,

1: discurso estimulante (.21)

A.ncitante

2. descripcidn complidada (.00)
enredada



There were other difficult Spanish.items where the cause
of the difficulty may have been more related to experience
than to language_per se. For example, in one item, "jolly_
old man" is given as the stimulus and "Merry" the correct
answer. The4cOnjunction of-these particular words immedi-
ately elicits the image of Santa Claus with whom the words
"jolly",ancl "merry" are intimately associated. In the Span-
ish version, the stimulus reads "un anciano jovial" and the
correct answer "alegre." Though Santa Claus (San Nicolas)
is a familiar figUre in Latin.America, the term "anciano
jovial" is not closely linked with him. Additionally, the
wafd "jovial" is a low frequency word. The proportion of
correct responses to the Spanish version was .26, to the"
English version .22 indicating that the U.S. Christmas
associations are not known to our sample in English nor are
they mirrored in Spanish. By'contrast, the English language
norm sample demorfstrated a proportion of correct response
of .77 on this item in English.

Other errors-may be directly related to culture differ-
ences. For example, one item pair is given as:

man of good charlcier7qualities
un 'hombre de buena reputaci6n /fama (.21)

One of the'response options on this item was "education/
educacidn." The proportion of responses to "education" was

00. .62 and to "eduCacion" was .50. A Latin American Will
quickly know why the students responded in this way., For ,

them;Lthere,is an intimate link among character, reptitation,'
and educacion. They responded correctly from the standpoint
of their culture even though they got the item wrong.

We may conclude the discussionof response tendencies
on the vocabglary subtest by presenting a list of guessing
strategies that the_LEP students seem to have used on the
CTBS/S when the correct answer was not surely known. These
strategies are, of course, inferences. Some of them are
based on several items.. Some of them are based on fewer
items. All of themare presented as hypotheses.

H
1

: It the answer is not known but one
distractor is within the semantic;
region, even.if it is an antonym,
choose it. .

H2: If the answers not known but there
is one distractor that is .frequently
:used as a modifier of the stimulus.
'word, Choose it.

H3: If the answer is not-known but there
is one distractor that experientially
occurs in conjunction with the stim-
ulus (e.g., accident, damage),. choose
it.

-55- 69
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4.

H
4' Ifthe answer is not known but there

is,a digtractor whose orthographic
'form is similar to that of the stim-
ulus word, choose it.

If the answer is_nat_ktlatinial:t one
of the distractorsis a cognate (or
false cognate) of-the stimulus word,
choose it.

H6: If the answer is not known but one of
the distractors is known to mean the
same asthe whole item stem, choose it.

E7: If_the answer is not known and none of
the "clues" listed in the first six
hypotheses can be founfl, guess blind.

We can now move on to a consideratiorirof findings on
.

the Readirig Comprehension subtest. The'first step in the
analysis was to look for an effect due to languageiof the
test. A visual inspection of Tables 12 and 16, reveals that
the English 1fInguage version of the items was typically more
difficult than the Spanish language versions. This difference
was examined statistically andwa found to.be significant.
The MANOVA .is presented later.

In order to learn as.much more as possible, the item
difficulties were organized by reading selection. Visual
inspection of the arrays revealed that there were systematic
differences in difficulty as a function of reading selection.
Interestingly, the two most difficult selections on Level,l
were the two dealing with' scientific subjects, one with the
invention of a phonograph and the,other with satellites. It
is interesting,to speculate that the difficulty may be attri-
buted tb lack'of regular contact with the world of science
in the home countries. At the same time, it mlist be admitted'
that we are unable to separate such a hypothesized cause from
other possible causes rooted in language itself. "The nature

.

of the passages in Level '3 made it impossible to check the
hypothesis. It was found, however, that in Level 3 also,
there were clear differences in difficulty as a function of
reading' selection. .

This analysis led to an, even more interesting observa-
tion. This was the nature of the distributiOn of item dif-
ficulties within reading selections. This led' to. speculation
that there 'might be systematic variability in item difficulty
4s a function of type of task. -To check this out, each item
was- categorized in terms,,of the following 'task descriptions.

1. ,locating details
2. getting the 4flain'idea
3. establishing order of events
4: drawing inferences.



6

5 . determining meanings of wards.
and expredsions

6. summarizing sub - sections
7. selecting descriptive words

While a,visual inspection of item diffidulties tended to
suggest that items requiring location of details-were easiest,
`there was such a confounding of task difficulty with language ,

difficulty that it,was decided to try to reduce some of'the
"noise." `Since .it had been noted that the' LEP students rem
sponding to the Spanish version earned lower item scores on
some items "than did FEP students responding to the English
version, it seemed plausibli to assume that on these parti-
cula items, the LEP students wtre experiencing some diffi4-
c#1ty over, acid above any possible language difficulty.- It
was therefore decided to look at the§e;#ems.as a special.
subset. An item wai.selected for further investigation if
the Spanish version/LEP student difficplty..index wgs at least
.16 lower than the English version/FEP student index. _The
selection of the criterion .16 was arbitrary:

At Level 1, there were 13 items.out of 41 (items 42-45
were omitted from the analysis since the Spanish and English
versions were based an different poem-6} that met the cri-'
terion. The distribution of these'items by task type was as.
follows:

'1. locating details (items 13,.19v. 36,
39)

2. getting the main idea (items 15,'2.0)
3. establishing order. of events 2

(item 8).
.

41 drawing inferences (items 11,. 2) .

5. determining meaning of words and
expressions (items 18, '25,.32)

6. summarizing sub-sections item 14)
7.' selecting dedbriptive words (item 22)

Note that "locatinq.details".a Countd for 30 percent of*
the, items in this subset while its s requiring this skill
make lip 45 percent of all, items i the subtedt (items 42-45
omitted). This may' indicate that there are indped-"tasie
factors that create. the observed increased difficulty.

The reader should .not infer. from the above that the
study sample dgVer had difficulty in locating details nor
that they always had difficulty taking inferences, etc. .The
indi g is merely that, On those items which LEP'students
found excessively more d

s,
l4ficult than did FEP students, the

task were most ,likely to require moreacognitively'demanding
skills. These findings may be interpbetable in/terms olbc
Cummindi recent.,formulation where the difficulty of a given
language task is a function of the interadtion-of -two factoi's,
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namely, its contektuak embeddedness and its cognitive demand-
ingness (Cummins, 1981). We shall discuss this 'hypothesis in
greater detail in the discussion section of the report.

It would have leen preferable if the generalizations
about item difficulties as a function of the interaction of
linguistic and.task factors could hale been checked on Level
3 of the test..___This-was-not-possible7-s-ihdeatem difficulties
on that test were based on a mixed sixth and eighth grade
study' sample. This altered item difficulties it the study
sample such that comparisons with the,norming sample were
questionable.

Ws turn now to an analysis of items on the Mathematics
Concepts and Applications subtest; (An analysis of items
on the Mathematics Computation subtest was not done since
item difficulties on the Spanish and English versions were
essentially equal:. This could be attributed to.the fact that
language proficiency' plays no significant role in the latter
subtest).

,In contrast, language proficiendy would intuitively seem
to play an important role in responding to the Mathematics.
Concepts and ApplicationS subtest. As we shall see later,
differences in subtest scores as a function of the language
of the test were significant.at Level 1 only-though even on
Level-3, the absolute value of the mean on the English ver-
sion was lower than on the Spanish version.

The analysis of item -difficultiei on the Concepts and
Applications subtest was conducted in a manner similar to
the analysis of item difficulties on'the Reading Comprehen-
sion subiest. The appropriateness of this analysis was sug-
gested 4 the fact -that on many.items, LEP studentstaking
the Spanish version did as well asFEP'students taking the
English version.', On other items, the LEP students did sub-
stantially more poorly. This suggested, once again, the
study sample might be experiencing difficulty over and above
that-due to' language alone.:

Using the .16-criterion, a subset of 23 Level 1 items
was selected f9 special examination. The following list
.gives the kinds of conceptual areas on whidh LEP-students
did more pOdily than FEP students regardless of the language
of the test. (unless'-otherwise indicated):

1. place value
2. reading time from 'a clock face,
3. determining the number of U.S. coins

requited to make,a given sum
4. . working With the distributive and

commutative properties of nUmberS
5. distinguishing,between odd and even

'numbers (problem on English version
only)
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6. comparing. numbers of items'in two sets
7. combining two geometric figures to

.create a third figure.
8. . deterMining calendar time
9. deterpixd,n_ ec s in

inches .(most di fficUlt in
English> .

la. determining unknowns in an equality
11. determining the missing number in a

number series
12. computing values in-word:problems

The finding for (12) was surprising. One might have
guessed that there would be a strong effect due to language
in word problems.' Such an effect did not appear. 'LEP stu-
dents did equally poorly on these items regardless of the
language of the test (only one exception to this,in eight
items).

A similar analysis for Level 3 was not conducted because
of the problem of combining data for sixth and eighth graders.

111

An Analysis of Effects

Separate but parallel analyses were conducted'for Level
1 and Level 3 of the CTBS. These analyses included an analy-
sis of scale reliabilities as well as a multiVariate and uni-
variate analysis of variance. Two multivariate analyses were
performed. First, "reading" was investigated using reading
vocabulary and reading comprehensionas dependent variables,
and then mathematics" was examined with mathematics compu-
tation and-mathematics conceptiand applications as dependent
variables. The results of these analyses are presented in
thii section, while their' interpretation is containedin the
subsequent section.

Reliability Analysis

One of the important concerns forthis study was the
psychometric properties of.the.English and Spanish versions,'
of the CTBS. These properties were investigated both empiri-
callysand judgmentally, and-at the item and scale levels.
The results of'ithe judgmenta and item analyses have been
presented in a preceding section of.the iepbrt. This section'
discusses the result of.the analysis of scale properties.

Each of the four test scales. used in this study Was
submitted to an analysis of its psychometric properties. Thg
analysis was performed using the SPSS software routine en-
titled "Reliability." This procedgre provides a thorbugh'
item and scale analysis employing a variety of test score.
madels: In the present'cases we, used a traditional test
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theory model with coefficient alpha as,the measure of scale
reliability.. This coefficient is a measure of internal con,
sistency for the items of the scale and repress is theaverage
split-half reliability for all possible combinations of items.
The results from these analyses are reported in Tables 19-20.
As mentioned previously; separate analyses were conducted for
the English and Spanis versions of the CTBS.

An examination o the Lei.rel 1 results has two important
features. First, the iapilities for all four scales are
acceptably high (ranging from .82 to .96) and are-very com-
parable for:the two versions of the test. This would seem
toindicate-that the scales are fairly homogeneous at this
le 1 and across forms. Second, the performance on the Eng-
lish version of the test is considerably loWer than the Span-
ish version. This discrepancy is largest for the subtests
involving language {Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, and
Mathematics Concepts and Applications) 4d smallest in the
pure non- bal subtests, that is, Maths tics Computation.
Since comp le groups-of students received the two forms
of the tes this finding indicates a clear difficulty dif-
ference in the two forms.

The Level 3 results are 'substantially the same as those
of Level 1. Again, the English version is considerably .more
difficult for the students. However, the reliabilities for
the Vocabulary end Reading Comprehension subtests on the
English form are considerably lower than those on the Spanish
form. The Reading Comprehension reliability of .55 is very
low. This may mean that this subtest is not factorially pure
and that more than a single ability is being measured here. -,.,

Further, this lack of reliability will probably make it more
difficult to find treatment effects at this level.-

Overall,'these striking in the difference
y.levels of .the two test versions. -This is

,particularly true sincethe tests are direbt translations
and the students are of comparable

Analysis of Variance Results: Level 1

The results ot the analysis for Level 1 of the CTBS are
presented in Table 21 for reading and Table 22.for mathema-
tics. Examination of these- results shows the presence' .of
several statistically significant sources of variance. In
the Case of reading, and its component subtests, there was a
very strong effect (p< .001) present for the test language.
In addition, the method of test administration also was .

-statistically significant (p.<.01) both univariately and
multivariately. Finally, the interaction of. test language
-.and test administration was also statistically significant
(1,4.05). Examination of\the cell means contained in Table
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,TABLt 19: Scale Reliabilities, Averages'.
and Dispersions for All.Students*

Level 1 Level 3

English Spanish English Spanish

Vocabulary
(40 items)

Reading
Comprehension 'SD.
(45 items)

SD.

, Math

Computations
(48 items)

'SD
oc

Math Concepts
(50 items) SD

14.23
6.84
.84

17.15
8.61
.88

31.31

9.84
.93

22.50
8.84

23.15
6.21
.82

24.28
9.81
.91

37.75
11.45

.96

29.50

.93

14.42
5.70
.75

16.84
4.50
.55

22.87
10.68

.93

18.4
10.13

.91

23.80
8.00
.89

23.40
8.8/4

.89

25.30
9.99
.92

9.68
.90

*Treats omits as incorrect



a

TABLE 20: Scale Reliabilities, Averages and Dispersion
for Students Who Completed Each Scale Item

Level 1 Level,3

English Spanish English Spanish

Vocabulary
(40 items) SD

Reading
Comprehension SD
(45 items) c<

Math
Computations
(48 items)

3

16.59
6.57

:82

21.37
8.08

.84

37.32
7.25

24.23
5.22
.75

31.56
6.99
.81

41.00

5.23
.83

Math Concepts X
(50 items SD

CK

27.67
6.97
.80

33.12
8.15
1:87.

15.27

5.69

18.96
4.53

,.50

25.90

.2

.89

26.00
7.90
.82

24.50
8.11

.90

27.14
8.84

.89

9.34

.90

25.88
9.71

.87

F.
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TABLE 21: ANOVA for Level One CTBS
Reading Vocabulary Subtest

^i

Source DF SS F Pr 7'F

. .

' Testwiseness - 1 10.83 0.314 0.5820
a..

Language
. 1 .;-

1 1124.35 37.35 0.0001

TW* Language \-.___TB' 1 159.18, . 4.49 0.0371
0

Administration 1 201.18 5.67 0.0195

TW* AdminiStratioil 0 0.00 ----,.

Language* Administration 1 .287.72 8.11 0.0056

74* Language Adminisiration 0 0.00 --__ -- --

ANOVA for Level' One CTBS. Reading Comprehension Subtest

Source DF SS F Pr 7 F

Testwiseness 1 223:53 3.47 0.0660

Language 1 874.15 13.58 0.0004.

TW* Language 1 135.25 2.10 0.1510

Administration 1 * 1128.72 11.54 0.0001

TW* Administration 0 '"0.00 ----

Lahguage*-Administration 1 335.38 . 5.21 0.0250

____TW* language* Administration O. - 0.00

k
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TABLE 22: ANOVA for 'Level One CTBS
Mathematics Computation Subtest.

Source DF SS F -Pr T F

.

Testwiseness

Language
...

TW* Language t
:4

Administration -

TW* Administration

Language* Administration

1.-TW*.Language* Administration

I

1,

1

.

0

1

0

ft

,

548.12

170.23

37.45

237.79

0.00

,412.33

0.00

6..20

1.92

0.42

2.69

4.66

0.0148

0.1691

0.5171'.

0.100

0.0338 .

ANOVA for Level One CTBS Mathematics Concepts and Applications Subtest

Source DF SS F Pr7 F

Testwiseness 1 46,79s- 0.49 0.48'78 1

Language-' 1 679.77 8.10 0.0056

TW* Language 1 5.05 's 0.06 0.8060

Administration 1 152.18 1.81 0.1819

TW* station 0 0.00

.1jRngua AdministratioA 1 35.09 0.42 0.5197

XV* e* Administration 0 0.00

c

78

0



24, clearly shows hi5her.leveis of performance for students
who received the Spanish version 6f the CTBS and who were
administered the test, orally-. No statistically- significant
effects associated with the testwiseness training were iden-
tified here, though the multivariate and univariate results
for reading comprehension were in a-positive direction.

The results fo;. mathematics were similar but Apt quite
.as dramatic as these for reading. Again, test language and
the languagesby'administration interaction term were statis-
tically significant at the multivariate,level. However,
examination of the univariate results shOws the language
effects to be confined to the Mathematics Concepts and' Ap- .

plication subteit,lahile the interaction term is significant
only for the Mathematics Computation subtest. Of interest
here, is the presence of a statistically significant-(p <
.05) effect associated with testwiseness training. This re-
sult obtained both at the multivariate level and at the uni-
variate level. Examination of the cell means in Tables 23-24
shows that students who received testwiseness training tended
to perform Somewhat higher on the Mathematics CoMputation
subtest.

Overall, these results suggest the presence of a strong'
test language and test administration factor, particularly
in the verbal areas. Additionally, there was some indication
that testwiseness was influencing peiformanFe, though its
strength was considerably less than that of the other factors.

Analysis of Variance Results: Level 3

The results of the-Level 3,analysis are presented in
Table 25 for the Reading subtest and in Table 26 for the
mathematics subtest. Examination of these tables shows-that
the Level 3 results were 'statistically non-significant for
the most part. The only significant effect was that of teat
language for the reading (multivariate),and its'component
subtests. No other main effects or interactions were sta-
tistically significant. The results of the mathematici sub-

. tests produced no statistically significant results. Overall,
then, the Level '3 results were confined to a statistically
significant test language effect for the reading subtests.

- These results correspond to that found at Level 1, though
other factors were also statistically significant at that
ldwer level:

A,general note of caution concerning these results for
both test levels needs to be made. Specifically, the rela-
tively small sample size_ and the low test performance
(often approaching the chance level) probably makes these
findings unstable, Thus they should be viewed as suggestive
rather than definitive.

0, 79
-65-
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TABLE 23: -Means for Level One CTBS
Tested by Main Effects ANOVA

Variable Condition
Reading

Vocabulary

TW
Training

Language
of Test

Admin.
Mode

No
(N=22)

Yes
(N=66)

Spanish
(N=51)

English
(N=37)

Oral
(N=33)

Standard
(N=55)

17.82

19.64

22.67

14.38

20.97

18.11'

-Reading

Comp.

Math
,CoMp.

Math
Concepts

20.;4 40.59 2t.05

V..47 36.39 '26.53

24.06 38.55 28.90

17.41 , 35.92 22.97

ao

25.21 38.88 28.24

18.89 36.58 25.31

7

O

1er 0

17,
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TABLE 24: Means fpr Level One CTBS

Tested by Three-Way ANOVA.

Cella
.

TW
Training t

Language
of .Test

Admin.
Mode-

O

e

Reading Reading Math Math

Voc. CoMp. Comp. Conceits
., ,

No

a

Spanish

.

English

Spanish

_English

Oral
(N-20)

Standard'
(N=20)

,Oral

(N=13)-

Standard-

(N=13)

Oral
(a.())

Standard
(N=11)

Oral '

(N=9)

Standard
(N=11)

C.

22.80 26.20 . 42.5 31.45

23.50 22.35 33.25 26.85

18.15 23.69 = '33.69 23.31

10.31 . 16.62 34.92- 21.69

...
'

s ,

20.91 23.27 41.45 28.00

14.73 18.00 39.73 24.09

alP
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TABL:E

4 .

-

ANOVA for Level Three CTBS
Reading Vocabulary Subtest

DF SS F Pr

Testwiseness .,1 0.12 0.00 0.9618

. language 1 1561.68 -29.04 0.0001

TW* Language 1 50.63 0.94 0.3355

AdMinistration 1 6.56 0.12 07260

TW* Administration ,1 .3.36 0.06 0.8034.

Language* Administration 1 61.18 1.14 0.2901

TW* .Language* Administration 1 86.10 1.60 0.2103

'

ANOVA for Lava Three CTBS Reading Comprehension Subtest
sla

1

DF SS F siSi 7 F

.

Testwiseness -1.
.. 1 3.46 '0.06

./ language 1 586.62 11.00

TW* Language 1 0.05 .0.00.

. Administration 1 4.84 1.97

TW* Adminiztratin
_

1 a.. 10.70 0.20

Language* Aaministraition 1 3.86. 0.07

&
.

TW* - Language* Administration 1 79:54 1:49
.

0.7998

0.0015

0.9760

0.1656'

0.6556-

0.7886

0..2284

.44-X 82.

N.



TABLE 26: ANOVA for Level Three CTBS
Mathematics Computation Subtest

Source DF F Pr

Testwiseness 1 0.15 0.00. I 0.9718

Language. -4
.

1 11.82° .0.10 0.7532

:language 1 0.32 0.00 0.9585

Administration 1' 0.79
.

0.01 0.9353

TW* Administration 1 20.95 0.18 0.6757

Language* Administration 1 '43%63 0.07' 0.7882

TW* Language* Administration 1 171-43 - 1.45 0.2337

6

M.

0

ANOVA for Level,ThreeCTBS Mathematics Concepts and Applications Subtest\
8

,Sdurce DF SS F Pr 7. F 4

Testwigeness 7.87 0.07 9,7e96

Language 1 17e.15 1.63 0.2086

ing* Language 1 7i.20 0:66 0.4199

Administration 14129
.

1.34 0.2521

TW* Administration 1 f-0.84 . 0:01 0.9306 ,

Language*.AdminiStration , 6.18 0.06 0.8110.

TW* Langtiage* Administration 258.56 2.36 0.1293',

.

4.

C

124
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TABLE 27: Means fox Level Three CTBS
Tested by Main Effects ANOVA

.?'21eN,4

Variable Condition
Reading Reading Math Math

.Vocabulary Comp. Comp. Concepts,

Testwi ess
Tra' ing

L anguage,

of Test

4

No
(N=32)

Yes
(N=41)

Spanish
(N=36)

English
(N=37)

Oral
(N=32)

Standard
(N=41)

19.25 19.84 23.59 19.38°

1$.58 ` 19.51 23.00 18490

23:67, 22.61 23.31 20,33

14.22 '16.78 23.22 17.92

19.75, 21.28 '23.38 20.97

18.20 18.39' 23.17 17.66

0

,

A

1,
1'

.
,
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TABLE 28: .Means for Level Three CTBS
Tested by Three-Way ANOVA

Cell
4 Reading

Voc.

Reading

Comp.TW
Training

Language
of Test

AdMin.,
Mode

..

.Spanish

English o

Oral
(N=11)

Standard
(N=8)

0 Oral
-(N=11)

Standard

21.45

24.63

17.64

12.27

22.27

23.25

0

19.00

14.55
(N=11).

4.1

Oral
(Nr6.)

25.00
1

25.83

Spanish
Standard . 24.45 20.73
(N=11)

No
Trg

Oral 13.00 18.00

En6lish
0 (N=4)

u ,

Standard 16.36
(N=11)

a

-7 .* 44!.. 85

Math Math

Comp. Concepts

22.64 19:27

24.25 19.88

24.45 21.45

21.00 15.27.

25.00 26.

22.36 18.45

20.00 16.25

-2536 17.64
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I
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A

Effects 'of Culture

191

t
It is often claimed that norm-re ferenced English lan-

guage tests like, for example, the CTBS are culturally
biased. This hypothesis is, sometimes advanced to explain
the' relatively lower perfortance of language minority stu-
dents on'such tests.

While the claim may be true, it is seldom accompanied
by a systematic definition of the key term "culture." Apart
from such adefinitimi, the claim has'little explanatory
value. That is, there is nothing in the claim itself to
help one to identify and correct specific offending cultural
features. Since the aim of this study is the'improyement of
estimates of.achievement in students with limited English
proficiericy, it was incumbent on us to pebvide a definition
of the'term "culture" that would allow us to ay evaluate
the validity of the claim and ) to recommend some action
to correct it. We turn now to e presentation of such a
definition.

-----
- According to Goodenough7--TcultUre-oonsists of the vari-

ous standards for perceiving, believing, valuingiand doing...
thatla person] attributes to other persons as a result of
their actions and admonitions. By our 'definition of culture,
the standards that a'person thus attributes to a partiCular
set-of'others are for him the culture of that set. (Cited
in Gibsoi74.1976, p. 9)."

With this definiticin, Goodenough places the locus of
culture "inside" the person', It-is important to recognize
this point since most-popular conceptions place the locus of
culture "outside" the person,-usually in the form .of modes
of dress, diet, customs, lan4uage,vetc.. The naivete of this
latter view of culture can be perceived by considering the
following example. Suppbse an Anglo-American should decide
to beginto dress like a Mexican .(but what does a represen-
tative MeXican wear?), eat what Mexicans eat and. what does
a representative Mexican eat?), behave like.a Mexican (and
how'does a represen4tive Mexican behave?), speak Spanish' -

(and what about Mexicans who speak,Indian'dialects, German;
Chinese, etc.), etc. Would our Anglo-American have. become'
culturally a Mexican? Clearly he,would not. ,Culturally,
he would be exactly1;khat,he was before but now he would be
masquerading in terms of his Mexican. stereotypes, none of
which have,anything at all to do with what makes a 'Mexican'
what he culturally is. In.fact, by our definitionof cul-
ture,' the term "Mexican" has little to do with culture.
Rather, the term simply describes a person's nationality.

, -4./
A
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For, our purposes, the value of this definition of cul- .

ture'lies in the assistance gibes in identifying examples
of culture bias as well as in'making distinctions between
culture bias per se And other non-cultural features of a
test which nonetheless systematically affect a student's
ability to make correct responses. By the definition we
have adopted, we shall say that an item is culturally biased
if getting the correct answer requires that _the examinee be
competent in'a culture in which he/she is not competent-or,
more precisely, be able to function in terms of the standards
for perceiving, believing, valuing, and doing that define
the culture. .

, .

Using thisAefinition,as our standard, we looked for
and found little of culture bias in-the CTBS. In the entire

-item analysis of Levels One' and Three, only one'Th4iii was
found that might be said to be cultdtally biased. All other
cases in which the study subjects showed a strong tendency
to choose an answer other than the correct one, factors
other than culture seem to have been involved.. We therefore
find the manufacturer justified in the claim that CTBS.scores-
are affected minimally by culture bias.-

Effects' of, Language

Clearly (and not surprisingly); the
was a more powerful determiner of test sco
ture. The students did much better on the
than they did orOthe English version.

.

Parenthetically, the reader should note that,we treat
language alOngside and independent of culture, not as an ele-
ment of culture itself. This is done because the definition
of culture that has been adopted doe's not permit its inclu-
siOn. The correctness of this decision can be appreciated
by considering she -fact that groups having widely divergent
cultures often'speak the same language. While language may
be used as a' medium-for communicating or revealing culture,
it cannot be identified as part of culture itself.

Returning now to the d4cussionl of the find
fcithd that the subtest,san--be---rinke-d7BY difficul
of their depend06e on academic English'.proficien
Reading Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension s s were
the most linguistically demanding and therefore th most

f difficult, the Mathematics Concepts and Applicationsstbtest
was the next most linguistically demanding An# therefore-the
next most difficult, and the Mathematics Computation subtest
was the least linguistically demanding and therefore the
'least' difficul In fact, with regard to the latter subtest,
we could distiAluish rio differ nce" in the level' of difficulty
between the, English and Stieni versions-: We conclude,

guagelof the test
s thaA was cul-
nish version 10

-it-we
in terms

The

-7A-
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therefore, that for the non-English-proficient student, the(
more a subtest depends on English language proficiency, the
more diffitcult it" becomes.

As we pointed out e rlier, this.finding only states the
obvious. Its importance ies perhaps in (1) documenting the
magnitude of an effect wh se presence is known to every bi-
lingual educator and (2) in leading us to ask further ques-
tions about the specific nature.of the language difficulties
that language minority students encounter when they take
tests like the CTBS in English.

We were led in our analysis by theoretical work done by
Cummins. In hiS earlier theorizing, Cummins' research led
him to distinguish between conversational skills (Basic
Interpersonal Communication Skills, i.e., BICS) and and aca-
demic lariguage ills (Cognitive- Academic Language Proficiency,
i.e., CALP). H sited distinct

ills
growth curves for each of

these two types o language profiCiencies. BICS was assumed
to de-Velop rapidly from bii.th to age five, then to level off,
reaching asymptote later in life. Growth in BICS was assumed
to'be a function of language acquisition (as opposed to lan-
guage learning).

In contrast, CALP was assumed to develop less rapidly
to about age fifteen, then to level off, reaching asymptote
later in life.- Growth in CALP was assumed to be a function
of learning (as opposed to language acquisition)4(Cummins,
1980).

20,

The importance of the distinction -between BICS and CALP
for this study lies in Cummins' assumptions about the rela-
tion between BICS -and CALP in learners of a second language.
BICS in a second languago is assumed to develop first. Stu-
dents who have good. BICS developmhnt are often quite'profi-
cient in the second language. This, however, is frequently
misleading since full proficiency means that One is profi-
cient not only in second language BICS but also in second
language CALP. Students who lack proficiency in CALP, even
though they are proficient in BICS,,may yet fain: tests like
the CTBS, which'are tests of CALP.

S ce that first formulation, Cummins has carried his
theorieng further (Cummins, 1981). In place of the two re-
latively discrete language functions (BICS and CALP), he
posits a two dimensional surface on which the dimensions may
be named. "level of cognitive demand" and "level of contextual
embeaidedness.", Level of cognitiVe demand" is continuously
disttibuted between tasks thatbare cognitively undemanding at
One extreme to tasks that are 9ognitively demanding at the
other. Level of contextual embeddedness is continuously dis-
tributed between tasks that are context-embedded at one ex-
treme to)tasA.that are context-reduced at the other- The
crossing of these two conti4utms.defines four qtadrants.
The.quadrants define fOur 44asses of communication as follows:



1. Quadrant A:
cognitively
embedded

2. Quadrant B:
,cognitively

/embedded
3. Quadrant C:

cognitively
reduced

4. Quadrant D:
cognitively

communications that are,
undemanding and context=

communications that are
demanding and context-

--

communications that are
undemanding and context-

.

communications that are
demanding and context-

reduced

/

Cbmmunications'in Quadrant A are characterized by the
°'fact that "participants can actively negotiatemeaning...
and the language is supported by a wide range of paralinguis-
tic and situational cues" on the one hand and by the fact

_ that "the lingistic tools have become largely automatized
. (mastered) and thus require little active cognitive involve-
ment for appropriate performance on the othef." These kinds
of communicationstare relatively.easy. -They include much of
Cummins formerly called BIOS.

Communications in Quadrant D are much more difficult. -

They are characterized by heavy reliance "on linguistic
cues to meaning" on the one hand and by the fact that the-
linguistic tools have not, become automatized and thus re-
quire active cognitive involvement on the other. Character-
istics of communications in Quadiants B and C may be in-
ferred'from what has been 'aid about Quadrants A and D.

Nit \_

We have taken some time to describe Cummins' work be-
cause we found it useful first in suggesting an approach to
item analysis and second in interpreting the results.

/

With respect to the CTBS, it seemed useful to think/of
allcommunications in the battery as falling in Quadrants C
and.D since the test format provides no-opportunity for'ne-
gotiation of meaning, noparinguistic or situational cues'
and,, consequently forces a.atal dependence on linguistic .
cues to means . For a student with limited English profi-
ciencysuch tasks in English must necessafily be difficult.

Even so, ummil.is' model would predict that suchtasks
would vary in di ficulty as a function of the other dimension
°of the model, that is, as a function of cognitive debariding-
ness. We believe that the.item analysis data, are consistent

pwith the prediction (1100111#1, cgr.tain ,non - linguistic features
that are not ap part of the'model,almost certainly contri-
buted to variation in item difficulty).

, . .

We may doncludecthis part.of'thediscussion by saying
thatin all probability', a major part of the difference in
difficulty between the English and/Spanish versions of the

i' .
/

, yq ,..,)
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CTBS for the students in this study lay in their lesser
ability to handle in English the contekt reduction that is
an integral part of the battery.

Effects of Providing Oral Assistance

Some of the students in this study were given an oral
administration of the Reading Vocabulary, the Reading Com7
prehension, and the Mathematics Concepts and-Applications&
subtests. An analysis of the effects of this treatment re-
vealed no main effects. However, administration procedures
did interact with test language, thus prdviding a signifi-
cant advantage for students who received the oral adminis-
tration- procedure in combination with th English language
version. \Th -is effect occurred on the LeVe1 One Reading'
Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension subtests'.

This interailir is easily comprehensible since one
would expect tha e target population wouldbe less profi-
cient in reading English than in reading Spanish. The fast
that it occurred with fourth grade students but not with
sixth,and eighth grade students may indicate that among sixth
and eighth grade students, though their overall proficiency
with context-reduced Engli was poor. their reading skills
and aural skills were abut t equal for this kind of English
while for the fourth gr de studentstheir aural skills
were ahead of their re ing skills for this kind of English.
Thus, having items re to them orally helped them to get
/some items right 'tha they would have missed otherwise.

It should be noted in passing that, because there were
no fourth grade students in the'treatment conditions deffined
as "no testwiseness/Spanish version/ offal administration"
and "no testwiseness /English version/oral administration,"
the language by administration interaction could be tested
only for students who had received,tetwiseness training. .If
one so'restricted,the analysis of Level Three data in exactly
the samekwaye the interaction may have been significant at
Level Three also. The readercan satisfy himself/herself
on this, by checking that portion of Table 28 dealing with 1

students who had-had testwiseness training. The differences
were clearly in favor of Students who had received the Eng-
aish versionand the oral-administration. This seems to
point to a nascent possibility that the oral administration
works best fOr students` receiving the English version if
they have alsohad testwiseness training. The direction of
the data favor such a hypothesis but at Level 3, the three-
way .interaction wag\not_significant. .

We conClude, od the basis of these considerations that
those student-s- hose English oral skills are ahead oetheir
English readinc, skills may get more items correct if the

a -7A-



items are read to them. Such a test naturally ceases to be
a test of °reading and/becomes a test ofability to compre-
hend orally-presented context-reduced English. This finding
might.have.important implications for diagnostic procedures
in bilingual special education. The sampling limitations
in this study prevent us from being' more confident on this
issue.

I

Effects of Testwiseness Tr ining

Testwiseness training did not have the powek that was
anticipated. Since the training was directly relevant to

0 the tasks required by the-test and since' the/examinees who
took the training appear not to have benefitted from it. we
must assume either that all tip examinees already possessed
the relevant 410.11s or that none of them did. If the latter
was the caset(and it appears to have been), then the test
wiseness training procedures and materials failed to
accomplish their objectives. Assuming that this is true, it

. is probably correct to assume that the failuke was due tq
insufficient amounts of practice on the skills referenced in
the training materials. It would appear, the4efore, that
any re-work of those materials should incorporate more prac- \
tice exercises. Of course,' it would be even more effective
1:f teachers would incorporate these types/ of tasks into
mainstream instruction. Students would then already be well- /
prepared to do tasks of those types, thus obviating the need
for some parts of the testwiseness training materials.

.

Other modifications in the testwiseness-training mater-
ials were suggested by the item analysesii These analyses
showed that the students exhibited certain systematic re-
sponse tendencies that were counterproductive. It should be
/possible to take advantage of this.information, using it to
/modify the testwiseness training procedure, including speci-
fic instructional sequences designed to eliminate these

....tendencies and to repltice them with more productive ones.
If this were done, there is a high probability that testwise-
ness'training would result in significant differencesin,
favor of students receiving such training.

Effects of Using a Translated Test

4

The CTES Espanol is a translation of the pTBS, Form E
ih nglish. The translation was done by educators from/the
Norwalk-La Mirada (Califorhia)'Unified Schobl District Fob
the manufactureF, the translation' was a fortuitous gilt since
the nature of the market would probably have discouriaged the
.manufacturer fom 4roducing such a test on its own.; For the

4-1&
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field of bilingual education, it was equally fortuitous since
it has .permitted bilingual program personnel to document

° learning that might otherwise have gone undocumented.

Nevertheless, the creation of a Spanish language achieve-
ment test by translation brought certain difficulties With
it. In defense of the translators, it must, be recognized

4, that the items which might .have created the most difficulty
in translatioswere.not translated at all. They were re-
placed by new items written in.Spanish only. Thus, it is
incorrect to say that the CTBS Espanol is totally atrans-
lation from English.

Having said that, certain problems remain. The moSA'
apparent problem might be called the problem of awkwardness.
The translation from English to Spanish sometimes resulted
in the, use of Spanish expressions which are not_zastizo,_.
that'is, expressions that' would hardly,'if ever, appear in
common written Spanish and, as a consequence, have an awk-
ward feel to them.

A second_problem has to do with word frequency. It
was the .impression of the socio-linguist who contributed to
the item analysis,that English words having a relatively
high frequency were translated using Spanish .words with a

ev
relatively low frequency. Since it was outside the scope of
this study to check relative word frequencies,, it remains as
a hypothes. "Nevertheless, the principal investigator and
the sodio:-I.V.

ituin

tuistboth feel strongly that a careful investi-
gation would pport the hypcithesis. If the hypothesis were
confirmed, therewould be good grqpnds for claiming that the
Spanish version -is more difficult than the English'version:

A third problem appeared in Level B of the test, a/
level that was not used in the conduct of this study. In
the Word Recognition I subtext, distractors were created us-
ing both meaningful words and non-sense words., The Spanish
version never used non-sense words. This is a non-parallel
feature of the two 'versions which unwittingly, introduced
phonetic "traps" in the English version. For -exarple in,
Item Dl of the Word Recognition II subtest, we find a pic-
ture of a foot. The Students are supposed to mark the word,
which names that picture. The four options are fut; foot,
look, and fish. The correct answer is.of course the second
option. The three .distractors all,look reasonable as long
as we s#e thinking in terms of a student population who.haVe
English as the primary language. As soon,however, as we
come to students with a primary, language of Spanish we Mind
that the first distractor may become almost irresistably
attractive. -Thais-is-simply because of the phonetic character
of the Spanish language and the p;pnunciation of the word
futas in, for example ,-4* wof.Cfutbol. Any Spanish speak-

Student who is unfamigdar witT-Eriintricacies of t4
English vowel systeni is likely to be irresistably attracted

I . 1
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to fut and therefore to get a -wrong answer. A similar kind
of problem is found in Item 4 .of the same subtest. Here we
have a picture of a hand. response options are hand,°
han, have, bunt. For Enilish speakers, the answer is clear.
For Spanith speakers, it is, not at all clear since in Span-
ish no_word ever ends in nd. It is known from experience
_that SpaniSh speakdrs who-are pronouncing English words of
this type almost inevitably drop the final d. It is pro-
bably safe to assume that the retson for dropping'the d is
that'they simplydo not hear it. Given this,situation, the
Spanish Speaker may be almost irresistably drawn to the op-
tion han which is,an incorrect answer. -Numerous other pro-
blems of asiMilar nature can be identified.

A fourth problem has'to do with the possibility that
two words that are dictionarytranslationsiof one another,
say house and Casa, are psychologically and semantically
distiNa: Existing-studies -uf the.associatIve-structures
of such words in balanced bilinguals have'shown that this

.ii,.often the case.

_ The import of these observations is that the CTBS,
Form S and the -CTBS Espanol may not be ,parallel .at all.

4 Their factor structures'itayi be quite different... Even so,
the CTBS Espanol representS'a careful piece of work. In the
absence of a non - translated Spanish language test of equal
q4ality, the use-of the CTBS Espanol can be highly beneficial.

Effects of Unfamiliar Item Content

.4. Being born and raised in one Place automatically meads
Ahat one is likely to become familial with the environment
associated.with that place. It also means that one is 4n-
likely tubeComerfamiliag, with the important features of
erlyironmAts with which one has had no previous direct ex-
erience. 'IT the features of the unknown environments are
corporated into the content of test items, they are likely

td result in negative bias for those examinees for whom the
:item content is unfamiliar. This kind of difficulty seems
to haVe occurred with a few items. For example,-some stu-
dents had difficulties with items that referenced U.S. coins.
Tlris is understandable for" theipopgation in-question. Such
questions creariy favor those examinees who have handled such ,

coins on a:regUlar

It is impossible to tell from the data_produced by,this
sutdy the number:of items over which-the'examinees'stumbled
simply-because they; h d had-no"prior experience with-the
things referenced n the tett items. There may have been

) many such items.
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Effects of Prior Training

There was a significant number of items that were
equally hard in both English and Spanish. On these same
items, English-speaking students in the norm-sample did
much better. In these cases,'given that neither language
nor culture can be invoked as an explanation for their
comparatively poor performance, one must assume that in
their prior schooling, these students simply did net learn
how to solve these kinds of problems. It is therefore in-
cumbent on teachers of these students to take.note of the
classes of tasks which the students find hard in either
language and to provide them with specific appropriate in-
sgruction'and practice.

Limitations of the Study

The greatest limitation of the study lies in the sample
size. It may be that in a largd= sample study, some of ;the
non-significant effects would have been significanti

A second lift itation seems to have beed the inade uate
numbers of practice. exercise in the ,testwiseness-train ng-
Aateiials that could lead the students to the application of
those same skills inthe.test-taking-situation. To correct
this situation, it would be necessary to add more practice
exercises-and -&) expand accordingly the number of training
sessions.

o
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TEACHER'S MANUAL FOR

TRAINING IN TESTWISENESS

A Training Program Adapted.for Use
With the Comprehensive Tests of

Basic Skills (CTBS/S)

9

o

English Version

o

Developed by:
Appli'Ed Social ReseArch

P.O. Box 158 -

Pacific Palisades, California
(213)454-2104
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The development of this training program began with a search

1

for relevant literature. Thid search was conducted by

*
Beverley Greer. Items that she located were turned over
to Drs. William Doherty and Nancy Russo. They used,the
literature to extract the features which previous research

I
had indicated should be incorporated into a training pro-
gram. Those features were used to develop.a set of specifi-
cations. These specifications were given to Dr. Lois Weinberg`

1
who in turn wrote this Manual and developed all the related
practice materials. The program was field tested with fourth.,
sixth, and eighth grader students in La Habra Elementary School

1

District._ The field test revealed a need/for minor modifica-
tions...The.modifications have been made. The present
document is the result. It, together with-the practice
Materials were. translated into Spanish by Dr.-Richard Piper.

I
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TO THE TEACHER

.jhe reason for this program

"Training in Testwiseness" was developed as part of a study
entitled "Improving Estimates of Achievement in Students
with.Limited English Proficienty.", The study was funded un-
der a cost-sharing grant awarded to Applied Social Research
by the National Institute of ,Education. It was dedicated to,
finding some ways to help liMited English proficient (LEP)
students to earn scores that would more accurately reflect
heir.true levels,of achievement. Anyone wifo would like to
have a copy of the study should ask for it by name. Call or
mail your request to:_

Applied SoCial Reseakch
.15219 Sunset Boulevard,.Suite 201
Pacific- Palisades, CA '90272
(213) 454-8464 - (213) 459-4264

The goals and objectives of this grogram

Many LEP students come to this country not knowing how to
take tests like the Comprehensive Testsof Bli,c Skills
(CTBS).' They have not learned the strategies that knowledge-

.

ablestudents use regularly to improve their scores. This.
places the LEP students at-

<
a disadvantage vis a vis these

other students.
.

'The goal of the "Training in Testwiseness" program is to
erase this disadvantage, to teach LEP students how to solve
the kinds of problems that occur-on the CTBS. Consistent
with this goal, the prograM is designed to help students to
reach the following objectives:

'The, students-can delineate some reasons why
people have trouble scoring well on. tests.

The students can desCribe-some major features
of st'ndardized tests.

The students can mark their answer sheets (Or
tes't bocSklets) quickly and properly. .

The students and tand the importance of pay-
ing attention 't to directions,

The students .understand the directions on the
Reading Vocabula y Test.

The students will l-check their answers periodi-
cally to deteiMine.whether they are being marked
:in.the correct spaces.

9
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The students will write-down the cille.stions (on
scratch paper). that they 'Isn't answer quickly,
or those 4hich could use further/consideration,
_to.assure easy relocation.

The students will go back over the answers to
the problems to which they have some uncer-
tainty if time remains.

The students c eliminate answers knOwn to be
wrong and guess from the remainlng choices if
they do not know, the answer..

The students can understandAhe directions on,
the Reading Comprehension)Test.

The students can identify the six types of
questions -Asked on the, Readihg Comprehension
Test and the best technique for answering
thesequestions.

R

The students can understand the' directions on
the Spelling test.

>

The students can.impleffient, the strategy for
swering istfelling items quickly:

The tudents can understand the directions
flor t Language Mechanics test. . ;

The stu nts can implement the strategy4for
answering anguage Mechanics tems quickly.

y

The students.6an un4rstand the directionS° on
the Language pression. test.

,

The students ca implement the strategies for
answering ale La guage Expression IteMs.

The students can u der tand the directions
for the, Mathematics Co putation Test»,

The students will put scratchpapei, if used,
under or next to the problem in the booklet
and not copy the whole problem,Onto the ' .

scratch. paper. , -

The students will work those'problem first
whichcan be don4 easily and quiqklY.

The students can understand the directions,
for the Mathematics Concepts and Applications
Test.

The students'understand.that word problems re
quire careful, reading and hard "words usually.:
can't be'skipped.because.their 'meaning is jai-
portant for_understanding the problem.

The ttuden derStahl.directionS torP'Refer-,
Pence Skil s Testi,

A.

I .
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Teaching to the test

Professid 1 ethics demand,that we not use for practibe any
of the pro lems that are found on the CTBS. That would be
teaching th test, One should.distinguish, however, between
teaching the stand teaching to the test. Teaching td the
test involves i ferring the objective underlying a giveK
problem, then-constructing items for practice that have the
same form as those that occur, on the test. Use of such'items
teaches students how to solve problems like thOsethat'are .

foundon the test. 'That is something that is ethical, legal, ) ,

and desirable. The.p.ractice problems, in the present program
were developed- consistent with that principle.

t is suggested that-one go even further, pretenting the
p ctice materials in exactly 'the same format as the format
of the test. This might include not only the layout of the
problems .on the .page but also -the layout and use of separate
answer sheets. .What Oile wants to do is to reduce'to.zero
the probability that a student will be intitdated or-Con-
Used by the stimulus and/or response forma of the CTBS.
By doing this, one increases the-lielihood that the student
will be able to tell you what you wanted to know in the first
'place, that is, whethe'r or not s/he knOws how to solve pro-
blems of paticular types.

Materials

The materials consist of this manual plus a full set of stu-
dent practice materials. The practice materials-are currently
available iri both English and Spanish.

The manual has five chapters, each chapter providing content
or one or more sessions. Each chapter begins with a list
of the chapter objectives. The remainder of each chapter is
divided into sub-se fions, each sub- section corresponding to
a single objective.? Within eachsub-section, there is first
a list of the major ideas that'are to be developed in rela-
tion to the-given objective. Following this list is a set of
activities designed to help students to accomplish the objec-
tive. Each activity is described in sufficient .detail to
permit the teacher, regardless of his/her training in tests
tand measurementsN(or lack-thereof), to conduct the. activity
successfully.

Planning

°Q... Who should receive the training optlinedin this manual?

A. The training was piloted successful11.7"with fourth;° sixth,
and eighth grade stdtents. Since the training given is

6 appropriate for use with CTBS Levels 1-4; the effective s,\,

operating range is fourth grade through twelfth grade.

4
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While the-original target populationwas Spanis0-speaking
LEP- students, the program would be appropriate for Ilse'

/ with any English or Spanish speaker, who' neds assistance
in learning'how'to dealleffec4vely with the CTBS.'

Q. ..When ,should .the training be given?

A. It 'is best to give the tiaining such-that it is completed
only shortly before `the administration of* the CTBS.

Q. How should training be paced?' ,

A. A variety of optionsare possible running prom "massed"
practice to "spaced".practice. In one schdol, eighth
grade students'completed the entire training program in
one. day (i.e., massed practice). In another school, ,

fourth grade students completed the training in lqur ses-
,

-siont spread over four days spaced piactice). The
. actual opade you follow will depend on your sense Of how

much sustained attentionyour students are capable of
giving and how much'practic they need. It is recommended
that, in most cases, training be spaced overseveral
sessibns on several days., The'iMportant thing is that
'the students get.enotigh practibe to actually nester the
onjectives.

t 4

Providing for additional practice ,

You' may feel that some students need more practice than is
provided by'the practice exercises included in thiS progrjam.
In such a case, the given practiceexercises'provide a model

. for the.donstructiop of additional exercises.,

4
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S5SSION

Objectivqg

1. The students can delineate some reasons why'people have
trouble pcoring Well on tests.-

2. The students can describe some major features of standard-
iked tests.

3. The students can mark their answer sheets (or test booklets)
quickly and properly.

e.

4, The students' understand the importance of paying attention
.o test directions. .

-Session One S4

I. Objective: The Students can delineate some reasons why
people have -trouble scoring well on tests.

A. General Ideas

.

1. Soon we will be taking a test called the Comprehensive
Tests of Basic Skills, the CTBS for short.

2. This test is given to students all over the country.

3. I am going to toll you about the kinds of questions
you wilrbe.asked to Answer on the test. This will
help you understand exactly What you will have to

-do before you take the test.

44 We also mill spend time learning About and practicing
the kinds of skills, techniques, and tricks that will
help you improve your scores on the test.

5. Mahy people do not do 1 on tests, even when they
really know the information, because of g variety of
reasons. Some of these reasons'gre:. nervousness,
not Understanding.what the directions mean, working
too slowly, marking the answer in the wrong place, etc.



1

B. Activities

1. Ask students to -share with the class how they feel
about taking-tests and the reasons they feel this'
way. 'This acts vi-ty-i-ntends to show students that
many, if not most, people hate concerns about test-
taking.'

2. Put a- list of reasons on the chalkboard of why many
people do not do well on tests (e.g.,'too nervous,
don't understand directions, wog too slowly, etc.).
Ask. students to supplement the list on the board
with their Own reasons- Discuss each,reason and
ask students to think about which reasons may apply
to 6em. Tell,the students that you will be teaching,
them strategies which should help them in overcoming
many of these problems people have with taking tests...

II. Objective: '',The students can describe some major features
of standardized tests.' ;

A. General Ideas

1: The test that you will be taking, the. CTBS, is called
a standardized'tpst. .

2. A standar,dized test'tests certain skills ofyours,
'like="readirigi spelling, and math, and your score

' tells you how well you can perform these skills
compared to other people in the country your same
age.'

3. The CTBS, the test you will be taking, will. have
questions omit that you are not expected to know

-A-the answers to. You should not be bothered by the
fact that you do' not know the answers to all the

. questions on the test. .

4. To do-well on a Standardized. test, you do not halm
to answer all of the questions correctly.

5: What is important is that you try to do your. best
and work as quickly as possible..

6. Your scone on the CTBS.will not affect'your grade.
in school but it will become a part of your permanent
school record.

1-2- 104
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B. Activities
4 .

N
a., This activity. should help students remember, some of

the features of standardized tests. pu't the follow-
ing Erue-false questions on the.chalkboard.
(a) your score on a standardized test tells you how

well you perform certain skills compared to
other students in the country. (true)

(b) You are expected to know the answers to all the
questions on a standardized test.. (false)

(c) Your score on.the CTBS will not affect your---
grade in schoOl. (true)

(d) .In order to receive a high score on a standard-
. ized test, yot Must answer, all the questions

correctly. (false)
.1)

Have the students write the answers to these questions
on a sheet of paper. Ask for student volunteers to
tell whether,the statements on the chalkboard are'
true or false. Discuss.each answer with the class.

It may be helpful to cchduct a discussion with the,
class differentiating standardized tests from the
tests they regularly take in class. The major dif-
ferences that should' be emphasized are7 (#1) :

Standardized tests egular class tests '"

(a) May include material
never taught in .

school.
(b) Score shows how well

obe performed on the
test compared to
others in the country.

(c) Score does not affect
grade 41 school.

(d) You are not expected
to know all the an-
swers to .the questions
on the test.

(a) Usually only includes
material taught by
the teacher.

(b) Score shows only how
well ore performed
on the test compared
to others in the class.

(c)° Score does affece
grade in school.

(d) You are 'expected to
know all. the answers
to the questions,on
the test..

Tell the students to listen and read-carefully because
you will be, giving them a "true/falgen test-immediately
(#2). *-

7
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III. Objective: , The students can mark their answer shedts
quickly and properly. 0

A.I General Ideas

ti

Note: *Studentb taking CTBS Level 1 will be marking
their answers in the test booklet. Studerits
taking.CTBS Level 3 will be using separate
answer,sheets. The way answer, choices should
be marked is the same whether they are marked
in the test boOklet or on a separate answer

'sheet.

1. Most standardized tests are scored by machine. The
machine cannot tell the difference between your
-answers and stray marks'. (

2. Mark 'only one an'wer for each question.

3. Make your marks da2k and clear.

4. Make one heavy dot orline in the center of your
answer circle. It will be easier to do this if
you use a dull pencil.

Lo not spend" a lot of time 'blackening in the ansukr
cirET.g because it is important to work fist on a
test like this.

6. The whole answer circle does not have 'to be black-
ened in for the machine that scotes these tests to
pick it up.

7; Do not make marks'anywhere else but in the answer
-circle. Accidental marks may cause an answer to
be counted wrong. 4.

'If you make a, mistake-or want to change an answer,
erase your first arfswer completely. If you lea4e
a little bit of pencil mark when you erase the first
answer you chbse, the machine that marks your paper
°will not be able to tell which answer you want.
It Will mark the question wrong.

B.. Activities

1. Dra a sample answer set on the chalkboard like the
qollowing:

CD
Demonstrate to students how to fill in the answer'
circle and how a changed answer should be completely
erased.

106
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+1,

,0, .

PasS out thp Practice Answer Sheets (#3) to the `

class so that. the st#dentS can practice marking the
answer choices quickly and properly. On the Answer
Sheets, there are 10 items and .4 answer choices for
each-item. Call out the number of each item.aftd the
bumberof the answer choice-students should mark fot
each item,. For example, question 1, circle 3; 'ojues-'
tion 2, circle 5;question 3, circle 4; question 4,
circle 8; question 5, circle 2; qestioh 6, circle 6;
question 7, circle p; question 8, E;'qiiestion
9, circle .A; question 10, circle G. Check-to see
that ,studentS are marking their answers with quick

,
pencil strokes and' not sending time filling in the
circle completely.

3. This activity is designed so that students can
.identify answer circles that are imvoperly Need.
Put the following on 'the chalkboard.

-
p

1. CD ,®
2. ®, CD

3- CD (D

®. ®
Ask students to write down w1at the problem is with
the way the above answerchoices have been marked.
Have student volunteers desctibe to the class what
they think the problem,is with &way etch of the.
answer choices has been'marked.

4. 0 of

.
.

IV. Objective: The students understand the importance of paying
attention to directions.

,

A.- General Ideas-

1. It is extremely important to read each wo d.in theA
directions very-carefully and listen carefully to
.the directions given orally by the teacher.

4

,2. .The directions tell you-about the kinds, of questions
you will be answering and the basis on which you
shouldselect your answer.

3. If yourdo not folloW the directions you will Most
likely lose many points.

4. DO,not assume ,you know what to do without reading'
.the-Urrections carefully and listening to the,person

-giving the,tedt.

,107
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.5. If you do not understand the diredtions, ask the,
person giving the test to explain anything that is
unclear..

6. Keep the directions in mind while taking the test.

B.. Activity

This activity focuses on the impOrtande of following
directions. Distribute to the class the-practice.
exercise labelled Directions (#4)/ Tell the students
that this -xercise is a special set of tasks designed
to, see how good they are at following direction

.1
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SESSION i2

Ob edtives

a*,

A/a/ri.

1. '111e students understand the directions on the Reading.'
Vocabulary Teit.

°.

2 1 The students will check their answers periodically to deter-,
mine whether they-are being'marked in the, correct spaces.

3. The students will write.down the questions(on scratch
paper) that they can't answer quidkly, or those which could
use further consideration, to assure easy relocation.

The students'will go back over the'answers to the problems
to which they have some uncertainty if time remains.
4

4. The students can eliminate aggwers known't6 be wrong and
guessfrom the remaining chorces if they do not know the
anSwer.

I

e.
I. Objective: The students understand thqdirectionS on'the

Reading Vocabulary Test.

A. General Ideas

I

I

Session Two

1. There are-eight4different sections of the CTBS, each
of them is called-a test.

2. We will go over the directions for each test so that":
you will understand what you are supposed to do.

3. Often people taking*tests will miss questions, not
because they do not know .the answers, but because
they do not understand what they are supposed,to do.

Be on the lookout-for the important words in the
directions which tell youthe basis on which you
should, answer the)uestions (e.g.; Choose the word
that Means the same as Choose the best answer,...).
These are the.wai you have to pay attention to,dnd
ask the teacher for clarification if you do hot
understand what, they mean.

109
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. The first section o'f.the CTBS is Called the Reading
Vocabulary Test and the directions sayto "Choose the

. word that means tAe same, or about the same,-as the
underlined word.': We will discuss very specifically
what thede directions mean.

B. Activities
. $

1. This activity helps students understand what directions
interid when they say "Cioode a wood that has the same,
or about the same, meaning as anothei word. Put the
words "big" and "large"' on the chalkboard. Tell the
students that these are words that Faye about the
,same meaning,: This means that these words can be
Ised 'interchangeably in sentences. Have students
gehierate sentences using the words "big" and "large."
Put other words on the chalkboard (e.g., fast, cold)
and ask students to use these words in sentences and
to think of other words that can be substituted for
them b,ut 'where the-original meaning is retained.

-t... >

2. This activity helps students understandfwhAt it means
tct select the word that thap the closest meaning to
the underliied word from a'gtoup-cf four Wards. Put
the' following example on the chalkboard:

tin babies.'
(a) sm 1
,(b) weak ,u
.(c). helpless.
(d) cling

Tell the class that althOugh all,the answer choices
could be used before the word "babies" only one of
the choices has almost the same meaning as the word
"tiny." Ask the students to select the word that
meats about the same- thing as the word "tirly." Go
over the correct answer with the class explaining,
if necessary, why the other choices are incorrect.'
Another ekample that can be used for this exercise is:

fresh etrawberries-
- ('a) 7.057F4

(b) red
(c) ripe
(d) just picked

$

II. Objective: The students will check their answers periodically
to determine whether they are. being marked in the correct
spaces. (Note: This objective isonly relevant when separate,
answer sheets are used.)
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A. .General Ideas:

1. When there are quedtions that you cannot answer
quickly you should write.downsthe_number of the
question on scratch paper so that you can return
to it if you have time.

2. If you do skip a question and plan to return to it
later, you will have to remember to skip,a space on
your answer sheet.

3. Students sometimes forget to skip a space on.their
answer sheets and consequently mark their answers
in the wrong spaces. When this happens, their
.answers will be. counted as incorrect.

4. There are strategies to help make sure you have
marked your-answers in the correct iPaces.
(a) Check frequently that the number of the question

you arermarking on your answer sheet corresponds
to the quethtion you are answering in ,the test
booklet.

(b) Some people- find it. helpful to vocalize the

-v question number and the answer number as they .

look from the test booklet to the answer' sheet :,

I.

III. Objectives: Students will write down on scratch paper the
number of those items they cannot answer quickly, or those
which could use further consideration, to assure easy
relocation.

The students will go back over the answers to
the problems -to which they have some uncertainty if time
remains.

A. .General Ideas

1. Standardized' tests

2. Since standardized
work as quickly as

have hard and easy questions.

tests are timed, you,hace'-to
possible.

3. If you spend too much time on a hard -quesEion., you
may not have time to finish the test. And, some
of ..he questions you did not have timeto answer
may havd,been very easy.

4. It is better'to answer all the questions first that
you can answOr.quickly.. These are'the questionh
/ou knota the answer, to or Can make a quick guess.
We willlearn how to make good guesses later.
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5. Whemyou come to a question that you feel you cannot

answer' quickly, write the number of that question
down on your scratch paper.

6. When'you come to the end of
of the test) and still have
you can'look a't the numbers
to fipd out which questions
work on.

a section (or the end
some time remaining,
on your scratch paper
you need to go back and

. You *Cap also max* down questions that you want to
spend more time thinking about.

to

EV. I will be reminding you throughout the.lesson to
check your answers, particularly those you are
uncertain of, if 'you finish early. f.skr

IV. Objective:- The students can eliminate answers known,Ito be
wrong and guess from the remaining choices if they d6 not
,iplow the answer.

. ,The students knbw that they should guess when
they do not know the correct answer.

A. General Ideas

mil. On those questions where you don't know the correct
answer, you should guess,at an answer rather than-
leave it blank.

2, Sometimeg test direCtions will tell you not to guess
because points will be subtracted for wrong answers.
We will be discussing how to make good guesses so
that it is always better to guess than to leave the
question blank.

3. When you are not sure about the right 4 )ti wer youwill
have to guess ip order to answer-the que .

4, 'The first ping to do When guessing is to decide
which answers could not be right.

5. From .the answers that are 14ft, guess which one_jyou
. think might be'right and mark that answer choice on

your answer sheet.

6. Mark down the fiumber,of the questibn you answered by
guessing .so that if you have time at the end of the
test, you can spend time trying to .figuzft oUt,the
correct answer. . .

Do not leave any questions unanswered.

Lo_ 1;12



Activities

1. Lead the students to consider the probabilities
associated with chance guessing:. They shOuld come
to understand that the chances for guessing correctly
improve dramatically as one is able to reduce the
number of options among which one haS to choose'.
You might approach this by reminding them of the TV
game,show format where the contestant must guess
among several doors one of which hides a prize. If
there'are four doors, then the probability of winning
the prize is 1:4 or 25%. If we have inside informa-
tion that a.l.lows us to eliminate one door, the
probability is improved to 1:3 or 331/2%. If we have
additional information that allows us to eliminate
another`door, the probability is 1:2 or 50%.

2. The following activity'is designed to hel-pstudents
understand how to eliminate wrong answers first.
Tell students the answer choices are one, two, three,
and four and you know that two and three are not the
correct answers. Ask students which answers they
should guess between (i.e. one and four). Continue
giving students problems like these. Tell them that
`when they:are able to eliminate at least one answer,
choice, it makes it more likely they will choose the
correct answer.

3. Put the following examples on the.chalkboard and ask
the class to try,to eliminate incorrect answer choices
and guess at the correct answer. Have student volun-
teers tell how they can eliminate certain answer
choices even if they are not sure of the correct
answer,
e.g., Give means the same'as

(a) invest ,

(b) go
(c) contribute
(d)'steal

e.g.; Which Word is not smelled correctly
(a) camel

pig
(c). girafe.
(d) donkey

44 Ask students to articu the ruleS for aris'wering
questions'on a test.
(i.e., 1. Answer all que ons first that can be

answered quickly.
Check periodically to make sure you are
marking youranswers in the right place.-
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3. Write the numbers of the:questions on .

scratch paper that require more time to
answer and return to these later.

4. If you do not know an answer, guess.)
By articulating these rules, it will help students
remember them.

5. Have the students do Practice EXercise #5a or #5b.
Tell them that this is like the Reading Vocabulary .

Test but that it is designed to give them practice,
in doing Some of the things you have been talking
about. Go over the instructions on the facing page.
Then monitor their work. ,

Make sure that:
a. they.are marking the easy items first ,

b. .hey are marking their answers in the right
places

C. they are writing the numbers of omitted items
on scratch paper.

Once they have finished, correct the items but no t by,
merely giving the correct answer. Do so rather by
eliminating incorrect answers, thus illustrating the
guessing procedures that you have been teaching.

6. ,Distribute the Practice Exercises -- Reading Vocabulary
Test (#6a and #6b) to the students. The purpose of
this activity is twofold: 1) to make sure the students
understand the test directions, and 2) to make sure
the students periodically check their answers t9
determine if they are marked in thecorrect spaces.

Ask students to read the directi ons to themselves
And look over the sample item(s). Then ask a student
volunteer to tell theclass what the directions mean.
Emphesi2e to theclass that the most important part
of the directions is the sentence that says_w-chooser-'---
the sword that means the same, 'or about-Eh-e-Same, as
the Word with the line under it."

7. Ask students to complete the practice exercises.
Remind students. of the following information: 1rThey
must work as.quickly. as possble;- 2) If there are
items that they cannot answer quickly,- they should'
write their numbers,dowri and do--them last, after they
have completed the easier items; 3) They should check
regularly to see whether they are marking their
answers in the correct spaces; 4) If'thereis time -

remaining, ;they should go back and, check their answers;
and 5) If, they do not know an anbwer, they should guess.

1.10'

As the first students complete the exercises, let the
rest of the class know they have only a minuteleft.
Go over the.orrect answers with the students.



SESSION 3

Ober4iyes
, .

.r

1. The students' can understand the directions on the Reading

.

'Comprehension Test.

2. The students can identify theesix types of questions' asked
on the Reading Comprehension Test and the best technique

. for answering these questions. 4

£essiOn Three,

I. Objective: The students can understand the difections
on the Reading Comprehension test.

5

A. Gederal Ideas -

1. The second section -of the CTBS is called Reading
Comprehension.

.2. ,The Reading Comprehension section is designed to
show how well you understand what you read,,,

3. You must read a short selection (e.g., a 'stOry, .

poem, etc.) and then-answer,questions about it.

On this test the directions say to. choose the
"best" answer. The "best" answer is the one ,that
most 'accurately descgibei what occurred in the
selection.

B. Activities

Distribute an example of the type of item encoun-
tered in the "Reading Comprehension". test (#7). Point

f to the reading selection and to the itelit based on it.

2. Tell students the following information. On the
Reading Comprehension Test, they are to chodse the
best answer for each question. The best answer is
the one that.most accbrately-answers 7phe question.
Sometimes more than one answer seems like it could
be correct,but in the Reading Comprehension test,
the best answer is the one that most accurately'
represents what is contained in the reading
selection.

/ .

Using the example you have distributed, demonstrate. -

-13-
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how several of the answer choices could be a .

correct (i.e., plaUsible) answer to the questiori,
but that only one accurately represents what was
described in the selection.

"II,. ObjeOtive: The students can identify the sixtypes of
questiOns asked on the Reading Comprehension Test and the
best technique for answering these questions.

<

A.' General Ideas 1 0

e. . .

- 1. 'There are basically six different kinds of questions
that:are asked on the Reading Comprehension Test.

.1

2. These six different kinds of questions ask. for tilt
1 following:

(a) details
e.g., Whet happened? Why .did , happen?

When did happen? Who did.: ? -

(1.) order in which events occur 4 s

.g., What happened firSt?
(c) meaning of .words from `context -

e.g7,, What does the word in line _ mean?
(d) using descriptive words-lib-Fay

. 1

,e..4., Which word bpst describes ?

. (e) making-inferences
.

A
e.g., What does show? What is.the most
likely cause of -7--? Why did probably
happen? t,

(T)° main` idea or purpose
e.g., What is this -story m4pi.nly aboUt? What
is the best title?

3."AnsWering the different kinds of questions on the
Reading Comprehension Test requires the use of
different strategiesLL

. -,..--,,,,
j'tc,4*

4. It is generally a good ,idea 6:i firs't read the
selection completelythrough as quickay as you can.

5. The try to answer -as many questions-as you ban. /

Er.-:Myou do not know the answer,to a question .that
sks aboutdet'ils or the order in which events
occur'gabac on y to that part, 'of .the story that
Mil help you answer the'questiOn.
-- Quickly glance-through the story until. you coma

, to the part that answers the question.
-- Do not read the whole story again. .1

*RBI s pend time-trying to figure-out words
t :you-ao n ot know unles they are important for

0
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. , ......

'answering the question. .. ,

-- Detail and.Order ques,tfOns can be answered evenyouif yu do not understand many aspects of the.
. selection. -

.
. .

7. In ordei to answer meaning'of words from context
questions', yot should locat e line(s) in the

,A

selection4ere the word i's-used.
r- Do not'read the whole story again. .

.

-- Figure out which'answer choice is closest in
meaning to the'' -way: the word is used in tie -

selection.
. .

'-.

-- All Of the answer choides may be correct uses
of the word, but only e.answer choice depicts
the way the word is u ed in the selection. ,

-- Meaning of wordS from content questions-may be
_ _ answered knowledgeably even if there are other

aspects of the selection that' you do not *rider-
.

stand.
f cs'

8. Answering descriptive words questions requites
understanding how people-'in the sejection feel,
hOw thing's look, etc- and choosing the ,answer
choice that7most accuratelyeDi.cts this under-
standing.-
- - Descriptive words questions require a careful

reading of that portion of the selection where
the answer is described. ,

-- There is no need: V carefully reread the entire
selection.

-- The correct answer chdice uses words that are
different from 'those.used,in the selection, but.
mean about the salw.

'9- Making inferences questions require you to draw
conclusions based on what-you
--- The answer will not directly appear inthe

selection.
-- Generally-you will ve to have a.fairiy.good

understanding of the seIec on.
-- The correct answer choice s the one which is

the most likely conclAi9 based on-the relevant
information in the'aelec ion.

10. Main ided'or purpose questions:require An under-,
standing of the point of the selection.

Theanswer will not.direptly-appear in the-
-splectiOn.

-- You will need to havela good understanding of
the entire selection.

-- .:however, you do not need to know the meaning of
every wbrd.

a



B. Activities

1. Distribute Practice Exercises -- Reading Comprehension
-T#8a andi#8b),... Ask students to read the first seleC+
tion. Go over each question with them he ping the
students determine 'what kind of information the ques-
tion asks for and the type of strategy which should
be used., Have students: determine which _answer
choices are correct and go over the answers with them.

2. Student thshoald read the second.selection and
mark the answer choices which...they believe are
correct. Go over correct answers with the class.

V

ee

0

-r

0
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SESSION 4

:Objectives

The,students can understandthe,direction's on the Spelling
test. 0:

-e.

2. The students can implement the strategy for answering
Spelling items quiCkly.

3. The students can,understana the directions for the Language
Mechanics 'test.

4. The-students can implement the strategy for answering
Language Mechanics =items quickly.

5. The.studen s canunderstand the directions on the Language
Expression test:

the students can implement the strategies for answering
the Language Expression items. -

Session Four

I. Objective: The students can, understand the directiO.5,s on
the Spelling test.

A. General Ideas

.1. This is CTBS'Test 3 -- Spellihg.

2. Each item is a.sentence with a word or words under-
lined. -

3. You mu st decide which word, if any, Is misspelled.

B. Activity.

Distribute the Practice Exekcise Spelling to
the class. Go over the directions to this 'test
With the class using the sample item(s) as an
example of what the directions mean.

+a
C
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Objective: The students can implement the strategy for
answering spelling items quickly.

. A. General Ideas

1. Look at the underlined word(s)_(first.

2. Ifyou know the word(s) is spelled incorrectly,
b.lacken the correct space. There is noneed to
read the sentence.

'3. If the word(s) looks like it-has been spelled
correctly, read the sentence to see if thecLTect
word has been used fl the sentence.

4. The spelling errks in the sentences are of two
kinds: (a) Sometimes words that'sound the same,
but are spelled differently and have different.
meanings-are"used instead of thecorrect word.

. (b) Sometimes words that are phonetically similar
(i.e., sound the same, but are spelled differently)
to the correct word ate 'used. These phonetically
similar words actually are not words at all.

B. Activities

* 1. Give students practice in selecting the correctly
spelled word with pairs of phonetic equivalents.
The following'are some phonetic eqUivelents to
use for practice: after -'aftre, cri - cry, ..'

candy - candey, snow- snoe, coat - cote, fil - fill.
Put-thesephonetic equivalents on the chalkboird
and ask studentsto write down the one in each pair
which; is spelrea correctly. Ask student volunteers
to offer the correct answers.

2. Students_who are clear about the meanings of words
that sound the same but ere spelled differently
(i.e" homonyms) should have an easier time with
the spelling tests.. Give students practice in
determining the meanings of various homonyms. The
following are some examples.of,homonyms to use for
practice: blue - blew, there -.their, too - two,
no - know, by - buy. Put these' homonyms on the
chalkboard. Ask 'students to write a sentence
using each word and write the meaning of each
word. Student volunteers can offer the correct
answers... .

3. Have students finish the Spelling Practice Exercises.
Remind them to, work quickly. They should first look

120'
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at the underlined word(s) without reading the
. sentence. If they know an Underlined word is

spelled incorrectly, there is no need to read the
entire sentence. They should simply mark the cor-
rect answer choice. If the underlined word(s)
seems to ,be spelled .correctly, the entire' sentence
should be read to determine if-the'hOliOnym. with the
proliereaningis used in the sentence.

Tell, students to remember to guess if they are not
sure of the correct answer.

III. Objective: The studentwcan understand the directions on
the Language Mechanics test.

A. General,Ideas: Punctuation
NL

1.: We wiil be going over the. directions for the CTBS
Language Mechanics Test.

2. There, -;are two sections to this tese, punctuation
apd capitalization.

Z. In.thepunctuatidh section, you' are to determine
whether-the seatence'is punctuated"correctly.

4. .If the sentence is punctuated correctly you are to
choose the, answer choice "none" (for Level I) or
"best as it is" (for Level III).

S. If the sentenceis punotruated incorrectly, choose
.

the answer with the punc tuation that would correctly
-punctuate the sentence.

B. Actii.ri.ty 0.

Distribute the Practice Exercises -- Language
Mechanics to the students. After reading.,or lis--
tening to the directions on the punctuatichl section,
haVe student volunteer's explain how the sample item
Should be answered according to the directions.
`After the sample item has been answered correctly,
1putrthe sample item on the Chalkboard punctuatifig e't
it correctly. (i.e., He plays basketball4 -football,
and baseball.) Ask students which' answer choice
they should mark if tlite item were written in this

"Go over the-correct answer with the class
(i.e.., for Level I "none"; for Level III "beset as
it is").

t }
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IV. Objective: The student can implement the strategy.for
answering Language Mechanics items quickly.

at

A. General Ideas: Punctuation

1. Do not spend time trying twfigurefout the meaning
-of every word in the sentence.

Look for cues that indicate punctuation errors ,

(i.e., dates without commas, abbreviations without
periods).

3. Evenif "there are words you do not know, it is
likely you will be able to figure out whether the
sentence is punctuated properly.

4.° This same strategy will be used, on the Capitalization
'section, only capitalization errors rather than.
plinctuation errors are the focus.

B. Activity

Students should answer the punctuation items on the
Practice Exercises -- Language Mechanics implementing
the strategy for answering the items quickly. Go
over' 'the correct answers.

C. ,General Ideas: Capitalization ='

1. In the Capitalization sectionyaU-are to decide
where a capital letter is needed.

2/ Each of the sentences in this section is divided
into three parts.

3. 'If a word in -any pait needs" a capital letter and
isn't capitalized, -for Level I, fill in the answer
space under the part where the capital is needed; __

Level III, fill in the space on your answer
sheet that has the same numeral as the part where,
the capital is needed.

4. Remind students to use the same strategy for answer-
ing these items as they did on the punctuation
section.

,,A*

D. Activities and Exercises

1. Distribute the capitalization items .con the Practice
Exercises Language Mechanics. Go.oVer the

122 '.
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directions for this section using the sample item
'as an example. Have students complete exercises
reminding them to look for capitalization errors
before reading the sentence for understanding.

V &.VI. Objectives: The students can understand the directions for
. the Language Expression Test.

The students can'implement the strategies for
answering the Language Expression items,

A. General Ideas

1. The Language-Expression Test shows how well you 'use
the English language to express yourself.

2., There are six sections of the Language Expression
Test'and the directions are different for each sec-
tion. This means you have to pay careful attention.

3. There are several' strategies for answering the
various Language Eicpression items.
(a) Some items call for you to choose the most

grammatically correct use-of the English lan-
guage. With these items, it is a good idea to
vocalize to'yourself-the item and answer choices
-so you can try to hear the aribwerptbat sounds
corredt, If you-remember the relevant grammar
rule, that may helBoyou'select the correct answer.

(b) Some items ask you to determine the correct mean-
ing of words in context of select the most.-
appropriate.wOrd to fit a sentence. These items
require you to understand the context in which
a ward is used. Read the passage and see what
the meaning..of a specified word is in that pas-
sage. If you are to select the best word for
d sentence, read the sentence Carefully to deter:-
mine Which word fits the Meaning of the sentence
most precisely.

(c) Some items require you to determine the, proper
Order of sentencesas they should appear in a
paragraph. With Level I, students are to deter-
mine which sentence should be first. With Level
III{ students are to' decide the proper order
for all the sentences. With these items, the
meaning of each item ins important far determin-
ing the proper sequential order. Some words
(e.g., Then, Butt_ And).which start 'sentences are
cues that these sentences are not the first ones
in the paragraphs.

123
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Distribute the practice exercises to the .class. Go
over the directions and sample items for each, section.
Once the students can articulate what the directions
mean-for a section, tell them the strategy for answer-
ing those items. Let students practice answering the
questions using the strategy. Remind students to
work quickly, and guess by eliminating incorrect
answer choices-when they are not sure of the correct
answer:

tat 6
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SESSION 5

Objectives

1. The studenti can understand the directions for the Mathpmatics
Computation Test.

2. The students will put scratch paper, if used, under or,next
to the problem in the booklet and not copy the whole problem
onto the scratch paper. . .

3. The students will'work those problems first wh iCh'Can be done
easily and quickly.: .

4. The students can understand the directions for the Mathematics
Concepts and Applications. !Test.

5. The students understand that word problems require careful
°_ reading and hard words usually'can't be.skipped because

their meaning is important for understanding the problem.

6. The students understand directiohs for Reference Skills Test.

Sgssiop Five

I. Objective: The students can understand the directions on
the Mathematics Computation Test.

A. General Ideas

1, The diztctionon the Mathematics Computation Test
are straightforward.

2. There are four sections to this test: aaditfon,
Subtraction, multiplication, and division.

3. Mt is impor tant_ to keep'in mind the operation
.(i.e., add, subtract, etc.) required for each sec-,
tion. SoMetines people forget.thetiie working on

'a subtraction section, for example; and start adding.
This will lead to awrong'answer. Check yourself to
make sure ybu have performed theproper operation.

0

II. ,Objective:_ The students will-put scratch paper, if used,
under or next to the problem in the booklet and not copy
the whole problem'onto thescratch p per.

.

e
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A. General Ideas

1. there are many problems inthe Mathematics CoMputation
section that you will not be able to figure out in
your head. For this reason you_are allowed to use
scratch paper.

2. When you use scratch paper, do-not waste your time
copying the entire problem down... The way to avoid
having to copy the entire problem down is to put'
the scratch paper next to or under the problem you
are working on in the test booklet.,

III. Objective: The,students will work those problems first which
can be done easily and quickly.

A. General Ideas

I. The problems in each section (i.e., addition, sbb-
traction, etc.) of the Mathematics Computation Test
seem to increase in difficulty as the section-pro-
gresses.

2. Therefore, it may be better to do those problem for
,each'section first which can be done quickly and':
easily and then go back and finish the rest.

B. Activities,

1. Put the folloWing strategy reminder on the chalkboard.
Mathematics Computation
(a) Check operation.
(b) DOn't copy entire problem on scratch paper.
(c) Work easy problems first.

Ask studerits to articulate what each reminder means.

2. Didtribute the Practice Exercises to the class. Have
students compldte the exercises keeping the 'strategy
.reminders,in mind. °

rV. Objective:. The students can'xinderstand the directions on the
Mathematics. Concepts-and Application Test.

,I4
A. General'Ideas

1. The Mathematics Concepts and Agpli'cation Test shows
how Tien. you can use math words and concepts and do
word problems.

126
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2. Each 'item asks a question and you are to seleqt the
ahswer choice that correctly answers the question.

. .

V. -Objective The students can understand that the problems in
this sedti6h are word problems and must be read carefully.

A. General Ideas

1. Word problems must be read carefully.

2. In these problems, most of the hard words*cagnot be
skipped because they are important in determining
which answer choice is correct.

3. The mathematiCs in this section is usually not too
difficult, bat the anathematic,s vocabulary may be
problematic.° ,

,

If you do not understand all" the words in the ques-
tion, try to determine what the important words must
mean. Then eliminate the answer choices that seem

. like they .provide the wrong answer, and choose the
answer choice that, seems like it 'is correct.

B. Activities

1. Distribute the Practice_gxercises to *the class.
Explain to the class that theSe exercises will give
them an idea of the type of questions that will be
on the Mathematics Concepts and Application Test.
But; also explain that there will be many more
p4oblems than those, which appear on the PraCtice'
ExerclIkes.

2. Go over the directions ifiththe class using the
sample item as an example. Have students complete.
the exercises. Have student volunteers give the
correct answers to the problems and share with the
class how they decided on their answers.

VI. Objective: The students can understand thec.directions for
the Reference Skills Test.

A. General' Ideas

1. The ,items in .the Reference Skills section are about
figding.information in the libraryand.in books.

2.9 choose the.correct ansi4er for each item.

4414
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